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Association
To Honor
Ag Alumnus.
The Agriculture Alumni
Association of Murray State
University will name its
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus of the Year for 1981 at its
annual dinner on Homecoming
eve Friday evening, Oct.30.
Making the award to the 17th
annual recipient will be Dr.
Charles W. Byers, professor of
agricultural education at the
University of Kentucky, Who
was the winner a year ago. The
dinner will begin at 7 p.m. at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Other past winners of the
award have been:
Michael E. McKinney, county extension coordinator and
agriculture agent in Fountain
County, Ind., 1979; Hamp
Brooks of Murray, 1978;
Charles L. Eldridge, assistant
dean of admissions at Murray
State, 1977; Roy E.Skinner of
the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association at
Mayfield, 1976; Dr. Joe H.
Jones,Southern Illinois University faculty, 1975; Dr. Charles
Chaney, professor of
agriculture at Murray State,
1974; Dr. Lowell E. Wilson,
Auburn University faculty, •
1973.
Charles Magness, president
of the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association in

Mayfield, 1972; Charles M.
Moon, Fulton County, 1971; Joe
Dick, Murray, 1970; Dr. Walter
Woods, Purdue University,
Lafayette, Ind., 1969; State
Sen. Pat M. McCuiston,.Pembroke, 1968;• William Ralph
Alexander, Sturgis, 1967;
James L. Pryor, Mayfield,
1966; and Mancil Vinson. Murray, 1965.
Will Ed Clark, manager of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, Inc., is
the association president and
will preside during the
meeting. Officers for 1981-82
will be elected at the meeting
and Larry Gilbert, vocational
agriculture teacher at
Calloway County High School
in Murray, president-elect, will
accept the gavel as the new
president at the close of the
meeting.
Another highlight will be the
introduction to the membership
of recipients of three 4200 A.
Carman-MSU Agriculture
Alumni Scholarships for the
1981-82 school year. They are:
Kevin B. Guthrie, Mayfield,
freshman and 1981 graduate
of Sedalia High School; and
Tanya Verae Travis, Marion,
sophomore and 1980 graduate
of Crittenden County High
School. All are agriculture majors at Murray State.

Economists See
Drop In Inflation
WASHINGTON ( AP ) Despite a new surge in inflation, consumer prices should
moderate enough in the montns
ahead to bring the annual rate
below double digits, economists
say.
-We'll make it under 10 percent for the year, but just barely," says Thomas D. Thomson,
senior vice president and chief
economist for San Francisco's
Crocker National Bank.
Another private economist,
Allen Sinai, predicts that the
annual rate will run at 9.4 percent, well under last year's 12.4
percent.
But he cautions that the
Labor Department's latest
report on inflation, released
Friday,"throws a warning flag

CCHS Queen Crowned
•
A petite. Jenrlifer Waldrup was crowned 1981
CallowaY County High School football Homecoming
Queen Friday night.
During halftime ceremonies in freezing weather at
Laker Stadium. Waldrup, the daughter of Bobby and
-Sylvia Waldrup, was crowned by last year's queen,
Canady. Her -attendants were Kim Farley,
daughter of Burnett and Jigly Farley, Lisa Hale,
daughter of Dwayne and-Janice Hale, Regina Morris,
daughter of Max E. and Shirley Morris, Monika
West. daughter of -Fred and Ann West and Sharon
Williams,.who resides With Dean and Karen Alexander.
At right. Kim Canady crowns Waldrup while escort
Brad Miller looks on.
Braving the cold, (top photo) was the homecoming
court, from left, Regina Morris, Sharon Williams,
Jennifer Waldrup, Lisa Hale, Kim Farley and Monika
West.
The 40-8 Laker Victory over Crittenden County clinched the district championship. (Complete game.
coverage on page 8.1
StaffPhotos by Jennie Gordon

on the steady progress we've
been making on inflation ... The
downward momentum on
inflation seems to have reached
a point of pause."
That report showed inflation,
as measured by the department's Consumer Price Index,
climbing at a 14.8 percent annual clip in September.
The price surge was broadly
based but led by increases in
the costs of food, housing and
transportation, said the new
report.
September's gain of a
seasonally adjusted 1.2 percent
followed increases of 0.8 percent in August and 1.2 percent
in July, said the report.
CANCUN, Mexico (AP If inflation were to rise for 12 The
-Reagan administration,
months at the same rate as in
expressing delight that a 22September, it would total 14.8 nation
economic summit was
percent over that one-year one
of ''cooperation not
period.
confrontation," will join other
For the first nine months of countries
in global negotiations
the year, inflation advanced toward
easing the problems of
10.1 percent, department ofthe world's poor.
ficials said. It was up 11 perLeaders of rich and poor nacent from September 1980.
tions alike agreed Friday night
Following the release of the to
launch global negotiations
report, Murray Weidenbaurn, "in
_circumstances offering the
chairman of the president's prospect
crf meaningful
Council of Economic Advisers, progress."
said it "emphasizes that inflaU,S. officials, who asked not
tion continues to be a serious to be
identified, said the next
problem._likely step will be a call by U.N.
"I think we have more infla- Secretary
-General Kurt
tion ahead of us than what it Waldheim
to convene a
looked like" earlier in the year, meeting to
carry out the mansaid Sandra Shaber, senior
economist at Chase
Econometrics in Bala Cynwyd,
Pa. But she added that she
didn't think the new surge
pointed toward -an accelerating trend of inflation."
"It's an indication that
WASHINGTON (AP) rooting out inflation takes
creasingly confide'nt Senate optime," said Edward Yardeni,
ponents of the proposed sale of
chief economist and vice presi$8.5, billion in sophisticated
dent of P.F. Hutton & Co. Inc.
weapons. including AWACs
planes, to Saudi Arabia, Friday
urged President Reagan to
abandon the proposal rather
than suffer. an
embarassingdefeat.

Administration To Aid Poverty Fight
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comes to an end in most of
Pierre Elliott Trudeau issued a sat down and eorne out with a
the country at .2 a.m. Sunjoint press statement commonality of view."
day. Clocks should be, set
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as
According to the official,
back one hour.
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Proposal Would
Remove Ceiling
On State's Debt

Sasser Predicts
TVA Bonus Plan
Will Be Stopped
,IslASHVILLE. Tenn.(AE) —
Sen. James Sasser predicts the
Senate will approve an amend.nent to block payment of
on uses to the Tennessee
Valley Authority's top
managers.
.
And, Sasser said Friday, he
expects the House to approve it
after a House-Senate conference committee meets on a
bill to appropriate $124.2
million to TVA.
Sasser, a Tennessee
Democrat, told reporters Congress is not meddling with TVA
by blocking the bonuses of up to
$36,000 a year. He called the
proposal an illegal effort to circumvent the legal ceiling of
$52,000 for federal employees'
ialaries.
The TVA board says the
bonuses are needed 11!) keep top
managers from leaving the
agency for private utilities and
higher salaries.
"TVA is a public agency and
is ultimately responsible to the
public and to Congress,"

Authorities
Continue Hunt
car Brinks Gang
NEW YORK (AP) — A gunman once accused of shooting
cops was slain by police and
another , gunman, a former
Black Panther, was seized as
authorities combed New York
City and its suburbs for the
remnants of a gang that killed
two policemen and a Brink's
guard.
Both gunmen were wearing
bulletproof vests when they
were cornered by police Friday
after a high-speed chase. The
former Black Panther, who
was captured after his gun
jammed, was accused in a
federal indictment or taking
part in a 1969 bombing plot,
police said.
A car the men were driving
had been followed after a police
officer noticed that it bore a
license plate that had been on a
.!ar near an apartment linked
to the killing of the Brink's
guard and the two policemen on
ruesday. Police said the men
jumped out of the car and
began shooting at officers after
their car crashed.
Police said they had not identified either of the men in Friday's gunbattle as a suspect in
the slayings, which followed a
$1.6 million robbery of a
Brink's truck in the New York
suburb of Nanuet.

Sasser said.
The 29-member Senate Appropriations Committee has
approved the amendment, prompting TVA director Richard
Freeman to suggest "Senator
Sasser and Congress want to
take away control and run the
board. Whether the TVA board
is right or wrong is no longer
the question."
TVA Chairman Charles Dean
said,"There is a problem when
Congress wants to interfere in
TVA business."
Aubrey J. Wagner, who
retired in 1978 after 44 years
with TVA — the last 16 as board
chairman — said Friday the
plan has given Congress
another chance to interfere
with the seven-state government utility.
"Unfortunately, this thing
opened TVA up to muddling by
politicians," Wagner said.
"They are apparently trying to
operate TVA by legislation.
You can't do that," Wagner
said.
"The board has to make
management decisions and live
with them," he said.
Sasser said the bonus proposal is designed to circumvent
the federal pay ceiling and the
TVA Act itself which says no
employee of TVA can make
more than the three directors.
Sasser said he is comfortable
with blocking the raises, which
TVA said would cost its 2.9
million customers no more
than 25 cehts per year, even
though the take-home pay of
members of Congress recently
was increased by $13,000 per
year.
"I didn't vote for that in-crease," Sasser said. "I led the
fight against it and I think to bring it up at this time is just
beside the point."
The Senate voted 50-48 for the
bill, also approved in the
House, which would remove a
limit on living expenses which
congressmen can deduct from
their federal income taxes.
Congressional staff members
estimate the bill will cost about
$3 million a year and be worth
an additional $13,000 in takehome pay to Senators and
congressmen.
Sasser said TVA has failed to
provide evidence that it has a
problem keeping its top
managers.
Members of Congress from
the seven states served by
TVA,except for Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker- of
Tennessee, have opposed the
bonus plan.

•

BLOOD RIVER OFFICERS — Jerrell G. White, left, outgoing moderator of Blood River Baptist Association, congratulates new officers. From left, Terry Sills, director of missions, Calvin Wilkins, moderator, James Hale, assistant
moderator, James Garland, assistant clerk, and H. C. Chiles,
clerk.

Cottage Named In Honor
Of Dr. And Mrs. Chiles
A cottage on the Glen Dale
Children's Home Campus will
be named "The Elizabeth and
H. C. Chiles Cottage." The
Blood River Baptist Association has raised approximately
$50,000 or more to be donated in
honor of the couple, according
to a letter from the Kentucky
Baptist Board of Child Care
read at the 112th annual session
of the Blood River- Association
at Briensburg Baptist Church,
Benton,this week.
The Rev. Jerrell White,
outgoing moderator for the
association, said the group
raised the'money to show appreciation to Dr. and Mrs.
Chiles for their many years of
service to local and Kentucky
baptists.
Chiles now is serving his 21st
year as clerk of the association.
Pastor emeritus of First Baptist Church, Chiles teaches at
the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, while continuing to
write commentaries on the
weekly Sunday School lessons
for numerous newspapers
throughout the state, including
The Murray Ledger & Times.
Other sessions of the association were at Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray, Monday, with
the sermon by Francis R.
Talant, and at Hazel Baptist
Church, Tuesday morning,
with the doctrinal sermon by
James T. Garland. Max D.
Sledd, missionary to Nigeria,
spoke at the Tuesday evening
meeting at Briensburg.
Elected as officers for 1981-82
were Calvin Wilkins,
moderator; James Hale, assistant moderator; Chiles, clerk;
James Garland, assistant
clerk; Herschel D. Morgan,
treasurer.

The association is composed
of 53 churches in Calloway and
Marshall Counties. Three churches recognized for having an
outstanding number of baptisms during the past year were
Murray First, Poplar Spring,
and Blood River, according to
Moderator White,and Director
of Missions, Terry M.Sills.
Named to committees were
Ronnie Adams, Mike Littrell,
Mrs. Jerrell G. White, Milton
Gresham, R. J. Burpoe, Randall Kursave, George White,
Jerry Norsworthy, Randy
Keith Shelton, Dewey Max
Dick,and Bill D. Whittaker.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
-The - ceiling on 'Kentucky's
general obligation debt would
be removed under a proposed
constitutional amendment
approved by a legislative
committee.
The amendment would
change the way Kentucky may
legally go into debt and would
not necessarily mean an increase in state debt.
The proposal stemmed from
a report released last
December by the interim Committee for Program Review
and Investigation. The report
advocated a change in the constitution, which currently
limits the state's issuance of
general-obligation bonds to
$500,000 without voter
approval.
There have iven no new
issues of general-obligation
bonds since 1966. Through the
use of revenue bonds, however,
state authorities may avoid the
constitutional limitations and
raise money for a variety of
projects.
According to the report, Kentucky owed $2.6 billion on
revenue bonds at the end of
fiscal 1980, while the debt on
general-obligation bonds
amounted lo about$280 million.
Technically, revenue bonds
are not backed by "the full
faith and credit and taxing
authority" of the state, while
general-obligation bonds are,

Reagan To Go'Full Bore'
To Win AWACS Sale Okay
CANCUN, Mexico (AP) — can prevent a .congressional
President Reagan, returning veto of the sale, opponents contoday to Washington, "will be tend the proposal will be
going full-bore" in a final cam- defeated unless new concespaign to win Senate approval of sions leading to U.S. control of
the proposed sale of AWACS the aircraft are extracted from
radar planes to Saudi Arabia, a the Saudi government.
Reagan, who flew to Cancun
spokesman says.
With a Fenate vote scheduled on Wednesday for a 22-nation
Wednesday evening, Reagan economic development conwill meet individually with five ference, met for 70 minutes Frior six senators a day beginning day with Crown Prince Fahd of
Monday and continuing until Saudi Arabia. But Gergen said
the vote, chief White House the subject of AWACS was
spokesman David R. Gergen never broached in any form
during the luncheon conference
told reporters FridaY.
"President Reagan will be in Reagan's hotel suite.
He said the United States did
going full-bore on AWACS Monday and Tuesday and probably not enter the meeting with
Fahd "trying to ring additional
Wednesday," Gergen said.
Although White House of- concessions" from him to
ficials say they believe they sweeten the proposal for reluc-
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the report said.
In reality, however, revenue
bonds are considered obligations of the state and the
likelihood of defaulting on such
bonds is remote, Sen. Ed
O'Daniel, D-Springfield, said
Friday.
O'Daniel, who has pre-filed
the amendment for the 1982
General Assembly, described
revenue bonds as a "legal fiction" because of the assumption of state responsibility for
them.
Shifting to greater use of
general-obligation bonds would
probably result in a higher
bond rating for Kentucky
because they would clearly indicate the state's responsibility, he said.
In addition, the experience of
other states has shown that
generalobligation bonds
generally carry lower interest
rates than revenue bonds,
O'Daniel told the Committee on
Elections and Constitutional
Amendments.
Under provisions of the
amendment, the General
Assembly could issue the bonds
with the approval of threefifths of the membership of
both housesbf the legislature.
The measure would not
restrict the use ...of revenue
bonds by agencies such as the
Kentucky Housing Corp. and
the State Property and
Buildings Commission.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES,
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr
Luck is with you in close
relationships. Singles may opt
for marriage.Initiative brings
job success. q.0 after what you
want.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You'll make important
career decisions. Job-hunters
meet with success. You'll
work and play hard now, but
ygp'll'enjoy living!
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Reconciliations are possible
now. Happiness in love inspires you. You have a very
busy social schedule. Plan
special parties.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Home life is happy.
Apartment-hunters meet with
luck. Utilize your creative
energy. Invite friends over for
an evening of fun.
LEO
(July 23toAug.22)
You're articulate and persuasive. Others are impressed
by your personality. Your optimism attracts benefits.
Romance is likely.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22) , %.
Financial opportunities
arise now. Seek ways to improve income. You'll make a
major decision about a purchase. Initiative is-aced.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23tooet. n)
Your charm attracts
benefits, you radiate optimism and things go
smoothly now. It's a good time
to institute new programs.
SCORPIO
(Oct.2S to Nov.21) nt"
Financial developments

4124z

tant senators.
An Associated Press count
shows Senate opponents of the
sale ahead 54-37.
The House has turned down
Reagan's plan to sell the Saudis
five Airborne Warning and
Control System planes and improved arms and equipment for
the F-15 fighters they already
own. But both houses of
Congress must disapprove the
plan to block the sale.
Reagan did some lobbying by
telephone from here, but at
least one call arrived too late.
Gergen told reporters that
Reagan telephoned Sen. Dale
Bumpers, D-Ark., without
realizing that Bumpers had
issued a statement earlier in
the day announcing his opposition to the AWACS deal.
Bumpers said the sale would
threaten Israel and risk compromising AWACS technology
as well as the 1,177 advanced
Sidewinder missiles included in
the package $8.5 million
package.
Although Vice President
George Bush 'said Reagan
could still win, opponents of the
sale expressed growing confidence that the $8.5 billion
arms deal would be defeated.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,DMass., advised Reagan to
withdraw the sale. "I believe
the president should act to end
this unfortunate confrontation
and avoid an embarrassing and
unnecessary repudiation of his
position by the Senate."
The administration has said
on numerous- occasions that
Congress' refusal to approve
the AWACS sale would damage
relations with Saudi Arabia, a
major oil supplier and
moderating influence in the
Middle East. But Gergen said
there was no indication Friday
of a worsening relationship.

should make you happy.
You'll catch up with unfinished work. Make plans for a major party or celebration.
SAGITTARIUS
sir
1'
(Nov.22to Dec.21)'
Friends are the source of
much happiness. You'll make
important contacts now and
will accept invitations. Be
tactful with higher-ups.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan.19)
Career success and recognition come your way. Be alert
for a major opportunity. A distant friend hopes that you will
come for a visit.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18) —
Students win prizes. Make
plans for a special vacation.
Meetings with advisers are
productive. Friends are very
helpful now.
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
It's a good time to seek
credit. You may receive an in(Continued From Page One)
heritance or a gift. Partners
important
security
will make
plans.
countries — are at the heart of
YOU BORN TODAY have
the international aid, monetary
business acumen coupled with
and trading system. Some naa strong desire for material
tions
have argued that control
success. Large enterprises ininstitutions should
over
these
you'll
have
you,
but
terest
be
shifted
to
the U.N. General
your greatest success when
you enlarge your sphere of in- Assembly, where Third World
countries are in the majority.
terest to include world affairs
As the summit finished its
and the general welfare.If you
do, you'll succeed in govern- work,there were no signs from
ment and politics. Let your the,, closed meetings that
work reflect your ideals and specific steps were agreed
you'll feel fulfilled. You're upon to lessen the pressing
often found in the arts, and problems in the developing
will have iSUCCESS in music, world, although food and
literature, painting and -agriculture were diStussed for
sculpture. Medicine, banking at least three hours and other'
and industry'are other possi- 'talks focused on economic and
ble fields of interest. Birthdate energy issues.
of.: Mebane Jackson, gospel
Nonetheless, most countries
singer; Jackie Coogan, actor; agreed that the summit
and Domenico Scarlatti, corn- represented a fresh start in the
poser.
dialogue between rich and poor
- 01961 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
nations.
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History Of Brown's
Grove Concluded

at •

This is the last of the history
of Brown's Grove as written by
Billy Singleton and sent to me
by Mr. Taz Rogers. I have had
many comments on this short
history. If other readers have
similar writings that they think
will be of general interest,I will
be glad to include them.
"E. W. Howard, Miller. One
of the principal enterprises of
Brown's Grove is the milling
concern of Mr. E. W. Howard.
He is also one of the prominent
farings of this community.
This mill is operated with a 10horse power gasoline engine,
and the work done consists of
corn grinding, crushing corn in
the ear, manufacturing meal,
Graham flour, all of which is
equal to, if not superior, to the
work done by larger mills. This
business was established in
1907, and the capacity of the
mill is now taxed to its utmost
in order to keep up with the
demands of its many
customers.
"Mr. Howard was born in
Graves County August 14, 1866,
and is the son of Wm. H. and
Mrs. Emily B. Howard,deceased, who raised a family of 13
children seven boys and six
girls. Their parents were
members of the Christian
church. Every child is a
member of the Christian
church and every one of the 13
have married members of the
same church.
"Until 17 years of age he remained on the farm, after
which he threshed wheat and
followed the carpenter's trade
until 1893, when he was married and returned to the farm.
His wife, before marriage, was
Miss Susie Oldham, whom he
married Jan. 22, 1893. They
have three children — Clara G.,
Mary E. and Nelle C. Luco
Wren, a boy, died at an early
•
age.
"Mrs. Howard is one of the
most industrious women of the
county. She looks after several
fine cows, and markets, on the
average, 3500 pounds of butter
each year. This amount,
however, is not furnished
altogether by their cows. The
neighbors furnished a part of it,
which she in turn transfers to
market. Such women as Mrs.
Howard are helpmeets who
really help.
"Smith & Singleton,
Blacksmiths and Millers. Here
is located the firm of Smith &
Singleton, who understand
everything connected with the
work, and when a job leaves
their place you can just bet
your bottom dollar that the job
is done right. They have
Machinery for doing
everything desired; they are
horseshoers and mechanics,
and do all kinds of wood work,
painting, automobile repairing,
etc. besides operating a mill.
From the numerous tools on
hand, this place resembles a
foundry more than it does a
blacksmith shop. Messers
Smith & Singleton are not only
experts in their line, but are
clever, high-toned, honorable
gentlemen.
"L.V. Charlton, Merchant.
The above named gentlemen
established business at
Brown's Grove in March of the
present year (1912). The stock
carried consists of dry goods,
groceries, confections, etc. and

is neatly displayed in a frame
building which measures 20 x
40 feet.
"Mr. Charlton was born in
Graves County June 1, 1885,
and is a son of E.N. and Mrs.
Jane Charlton, both living.
About five years ago he was
married to Miss Ruby Turnbow, who died in June, 1911.
Mr: Charlton is a young man,
full of energy and progressiveness, and deserves a
share of the peoples'
patronage. He will give you
good values, honest weights
and low prices. The stock has
been well selected and was
bought at unusually close
prices. Mr. Charlton is polite
and courteous to all who enter
his store and makes everyone
who calls feel at home.
"Brown's Grove is connected
with the outside world by three
splendid telephone companies.
"The, streets of Brown's
Grove have recently been
graveled and put in first-class
condition.The people of this
section are enterprising and
believe in doing things.
"Let everybody boost
Brown's Grove and we'll hold
our reputation as being the best
business point anywhere."
••.•
It is plain to see that Mr.
Singleton was an enthusiastic
citizen of his community. It's a
shame that more people have
not composed similar descriptions fo their home towns. They
were undoubtedly wellreceived at the time, but now
that some sixty years have
passed, they become items of
historical interest.
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• By Ken Wolf
Most major religious traditions suggest, at one point or
another in their sacred traditions, that we ought to seek God
or salvation by taking seriously
the events of everyday life.
Hasidic Jews seek to "hallow
the everyday,"for example.
One group of Chinese Buddhists makes fun of those who
seek reality outside of the
world 9f phenomena by saying
that such people are "riding an
ass to search for the ass." One
of the leaders of this school of
thought once wrote:
"There are only two
diseases: one is riding an
ass to search for the ass; the
other is riding an ass and being unwilling to dismount."
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The Senior Class of Calloway
County High School presented
the play, "Flight Into Danger"
Oct. 26 at Jeffrey gym. Cast
members were Carol Begley,
Mike Burchett, Pam Crabtree,
Linda Futrell, Vickie Gamble,
Sandra Hargrove, Katie Kemp,
Randy Lee, Susan McCann,
Sherry Mitchell, Gary Mohler,
Ray Murdock, Mike Nance,
Debbie Peal, Lisa Perrin, Robbie Proctor, Debbie Rogers,
PAhhu Rye, . and Rodney

Stallons.
Deaths reported included
Mrs. Icie D. Rudolph, 84, and
Mrs. Flora Cherry,83.
Members of the Murray and
Hazel" Woman's Clubs attended
the district meeting of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs at Fulton Oct. 21.
Murray State Racers battled
to a 6-6 standoff in a rainy bout
football game with East Tennessee at Johnson City.

Netesimilwrs franinaniiv Praised

Dear Editor:
built
I read a letter to the Editor on
Lets not forget the Murray
this page several weeks ago State University football
from a person who was com- Racers who have been rated
plaining mildy about the front high in the national rating for
page stories that are printed in' the past three years and even
the Murray Ledger & Times. first several tunes.
The writer said too many
These are not Sa few of the.
stories appear in the front page stories I have read on the front
concerning Murray State page of the Murray Ledger &
University and'surely there Times and I have only lived
20 Years Ago
must be other news in Murray.
here for the past 28 months._
I seem to think the writer was Murray should be proud of a
referring to the year long con- home spun, family type
Dr. A.• D. Butterworth, Oct. 28.
• Neva Grey Allbritten and troversy between the Board of newspaper ttit is dedicated to
Calloway County Health officer
had been appointed to James L. Johnson were Regents and Dr. Constantine the needs of the community
All these plus.ses and the fact
serve as a member of the Selec- speakers at the meeting of the Curris and if this is so, I firmly
agree. No! I will not take sides that soon the old Tappan Plant
tive Service Board No. 10.
Murray Lions Club.
in this issue, but I do think that will be occupied, you get an
Deaths reported included atDesiree Hosick was speaker it is about time for all concern- economic growth here in Murthe
meeting
of
the
Murray,
Mae Valentine, 78.
Business and Professional ed, to cease fire and all that ray that LS sorely needed We
The Calloway County Air- Women's Club Oct. 19 at time, money and effort go into have a long way to go yet, but I
running one of the best State have faith in a community
port, Kyle Field, was dedicated Triangle In..
--Universities in this country, where the Love of God and
baring none.
Country do exist, along with
But on the other hand, I have patriotism Is It any wonder
30 Years Ago
found many,many news stories Murray is now tailed an all
that appear daily on the front Kentucky city and it is the
pages
of the Murray Ledger &
Homecoming at Murray ed the Area Assembly of Inter- Times that have made me feel friendliest location in the
State College was set Oct. 27 national Convention of good about moving to Murray ton'
Alex Pall
with the football game with Disciples of Christ, Lexington.
Births reported included a and becoming part of a very
Delta State.
progressive community.
lee
Lion District Governor W. Z. boy to Mr. and Mrs. Obie MitI sleep late and was shocked
Carter addressed the Murray cherson, Oct. 19, and a boy to
to pick
NetadS CM'S
Lions Club at the meeting Oct. Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barrow, when I drove into town
up my paper on Saturday,
23. Rue Overby was club presi- Oct. 19.
To The Lditor,
Lochie Faye Hart, daughter August 29, and I saw the Murdent.
The Homecoming('ornrinttee
building
The Rev. and Mrs. R. E. Jar- of Mr. and Mrs. George Hart, ray Ledger & Times
at
Murray State University is
ground. I
man and Ruth Ashmore of was a student at Stephens Col- literally burned to the
preparing for the Homecoming
saw
I
when
amazed
was more
parade Oct. 31 arid is needing
First Christian Church attend- lege, Columbia, Mo.
they had published a paper cars to drive in it. We need
conseveral hours later. Sure the vertibles and t-tops
We
would
building burned to the ground,
appreciate anyone wishing to
40 Years Ago
but the newspaper lives on, due drive their car in the parade or
to the determination of Mr. Ap- anyone who would allow us to
person and his staff, through use their car in the parade to
Work was started Oct. 23 on to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Marr, the cooperation of the entire contact the S.G.A. office at 767paving of Olive Boulevard from Oct. 21, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. community. This in itself is one 6951. Ask for Rose Cornell or
12th to 15th Streets. Cost for the Hampton Ellis, Oct. 22, and for the Guineas World Book of Diana Johnson. Thank you for
WPA project was about $25,000. twins, boy and girl, to Mr. and records.
helping.
Mrs. Marvin Carroll,Oct. 20.
Some of the stories that I
Sincerely,
Deaths reported include W.
Marriages announced this
the Murray
The Homecoming Parade
J. Miller, 78, Clint Ward,56, P. week include Jane Hale to have read in
Ledger & Times only in the last Committee
E. Morgan, 58, Maude H. Charles Mason Baker, Oct. 18.
several months were all good
Wilson, 74, Mrs. J.41. Malone,
news concerning Murray's na- TodaV In 1li.sIor
registrar
Gillis
Cleo
Hester,
and Mrs. Ruth Frances Sexton,
exposure and the faith
-tional
at Murray State Teachers Col40.
has in this area.
business
that
Today is Saturday, Oct. 24,
Kentucky
the
W. Z. Carter was elected lege, attended
Murray High School the 297th day of 1981. There are
Association
Rftistrars
Deputy Grand Master of the
mailteting Tiger Band appears 68 days left in the year
Grand Masonic Lodge of Ken- Meeting and Educational Con- on national television at the
Today's highlight in history:
Kenof
University
at
ference
tucky at the meeting in
Macy's Thanksgiving parade,a
On Oct. 24, 1945, the United
and
24
Oct.
Lexington,
tucky,
Louisville.
local young Murrayan appears Nations charter came into
25.
Mrs. Warren Swann was
on a national T.V. game show force as the Soviet Union
Murray State Teachers Col- and wins several thousand became the 29th nation to ratify
elected president of the Keit
tucky Division of the United lege was to play Morehead for dollars. The Boy Scouts of it.
Daughters of the Confederacy its homecoming game at 2 p.m. America find a permanent
On this date:
on Oct. 25
at the convention in Frankfort.
home here in Murray for their
In 1537, Britain's Queen Jane
Seymour died following the
Births reported included a
Showing at Capitol Theatre museum.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Car- was "Virginia" starring Then let's look at the business birth of Prince Edward
In 1648, - the - Peace of
raway,Oct. 19,a boy to Mr. and Madelein Carroll and Fred side of this good news that appears daily in the Murray Westphalia ended the Thirty
Mrs. Carl Jones, Oct. 18, a girl MacMurray.
Ledger & Times. There is the Years War.
new chamber of Commerce
In 1962, the United States
building now in construction began its blockade of Cuba,
50 Years ,,,Ago
and nearby Chestnut Hills ordered by President John F.
Center is coming Kennedy
Shopping
Murray State Teachers ColDiptheria was appearing in
along very nicely. Several new
And in 1964, Northern
Calloway County to the extent lege ahd 215 students from
restaurants have already been Rhodesia, renamed Zambia,
to trouble county health of- Calloway County' enrolled for
became an independent
ficials, according to Dr. J. A. the fall semester.
republic.
Outland, county health officer.
Marriages announced this
Ten years ago: Detroit Lions
Seven cases had been reported week include Katherine Valenplayer C'huck Hughes
football
the past week.
tine to Raymond Vaughn, To The Editor:
collapsed during the closing
Deaths reported include Laurelle Winchester to Cullen
On a recent visit to the Mur- minutes of a game and died of a
Annn Carson, 74, and Lee 0. Forrest, and Myrtle Adams to ray State University campus, I heart attack.
Onyx Rogers.
Hutchens,58.
was gratified to see that the
Five years ago: A dispute
W. E. Clark, M.D. Holton, S. brass doors of the old library through a social club in New
At the fall meeting of the
Presbytery of Princeton at E. Wrather, N. J. Colson, and building are no longer being York City, killing Z5 young
to people.
Craync, Oct. 13-14., it was Rob Roy ,Hicks of Calloway. shined, but are being alowed
This
patina.
green
the
to
revert
One year ago: Polish
unanimously decided to County attended meeting of the
artistic
the'
enhances
only
of
leader Lech Walesa
n
workers'
KenLodgeshf
Jorganize the ,...Preshylarian Masonic Grand
tialle of th6e—Out-standiAg —refecieB a- cOurf-app-roved
• Church of Murray in response tucky in
doors, but saves a good deal of union charter, sayilig it was ndt
to a petition signed tty more
officers of the J. money which, during the our- consistent with an eartier
as
Elected
in
residing
than '30 persons,
N. Williams Chapter of the rent budget squeeze, can Well agreement with that. nation's
Murray.
Daughters of the Con- be used for more worthwt4le communist government.
United
•
Officers of the Blood River federacy at the meeting at the purposes.
" Today's birthday: . Former
Dr. Curris and the ad- pro football quarterback Y.A.
Etaptist Association elected at home of Mrs. Sam Holcomb
the meeting Oct. 21 at Sinking were Mrs. Albert Lassiter, ministration Of MSU are to be Tittle is 55.
Spring Church were J. J. Mrs. Holcomb, Mrs. Luther .commended for having taken
Thought for today: "Blessed
Grough, moderator; Roy 0. Robertson, Mrs. C. L. Smith, this most sensible step.
is the man who, having nothing
Yours truly,
Beanman, assistatn Mrs. J. E. Owen, Mrs. J. P.
to say, abstains from giving
AgnesStennis
moderator: L. V. Henson, Lassiter, Mrs. W. S. Swarm,
wordy evidence of the fact!' —
PO Box 814
clerk; and J. H. Thurman, Mrs. M. D. Holton, Mrs. M. L.
George Eliot, Englilh novelist
Paducah
1819488n)
treasurer.
Wells,and Mrs. Henry Elliott.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Ere n
Saturday,Eki. 24
Alcoholics with Mrs Lewis BossAnonymous and ing to present the proAlanon will meet at 8 gram.
p.m. at the west end of
the Livestock and ExThird annual
position Center.
taster's luncheon,
Flavor of Kentucky,
Murray sponsored by Chapter
Squaranaders will M of P.E.O., will be at
dance from 8 U10:30 noon at the Communip.m. at the Woodmen ty Room, North
of the World Hall.
Branch,Peoples Bank.
Tickets ale available.
Alpha Department
of Murray Woman's
"The Mikado" will
Club will meet at be presented at 8 p.m.
noon at the club house at Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
University.

Saturday,Oct. 24
Bury Family Reunion will be from 10
uw to 4 p.m. at Hazel
Community Center.
Mission -Fair
will lw at 10 a.m. at
First Baptist Church.
A

i;

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S1.50
.)0

00 Sat , Sun

ill.

S.% selascAs
14,41.4
4,11.14.
,

Second day of yard
sale at Murray Comprehensive Care
Center will be from 8
•
a.m.to 5 p.m.

Clr •
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Sun.
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Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Road Races at
Empire Point at 8:15
a.m.; Going Hunting
at 1 p.m. at The
Homeplate-1 850;
Search for Fall
Migrants at 1 and 3:30
p.m. at Center Station.
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A class about
"Feeding Patients
Receivig
Chemotherapy, Radiation or other Cancer
Therapy" will be for
RNS and LPNs at 6:30
p.m.at the cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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Girls: CAROL JENNINGS• SHARON CANNON
VIXEN • APRIL JONES•VANESSA HART • PAMELA DICKINSON
CANDY FRIDAY •JAN ANDERSON • LISA BONUS ,xd ....rodx9..9 JESSIE II
OHOIEICIT
stervins "TEN'

mos

AN INC fltlAS MUSE • 199 (04011

Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should
be made by today with
Terri Burke, chairman.
Class in basic landscape design will start
at 7 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
There is no charge for
the class. To register
call 753-2545 between 8
a.m. and 3 p.m.

firt
st Feature

Repeated
8, Sat. Nites
•
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S5 a Carload
Thurs. Nite

Parenti Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-1087 or 753-6917.
Open meeting of
Calloway Humane
Society Board of
Directors will be at 7
p.m. in meeting room,
Calloway Public
Library. Visitors are
welcome.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet
at 8 p,m. at the west
end, Livestock and Exposition Center.
Murray Lions Club
will not meet tonight
due to the annual radio
auction over WNBS.

Senior Citizens
Centers will be open as
follows: Dexter at 9:30
A
a.m.; Hazel and
Cleaning of Douglas from 10 a.m.
Matheney Cemetery, to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10
Land Between a.m. to 3 p.m.
the Lakes, will start at
A salon dedicated
9:30 a.m.
too total look,
Beautiful hair, radiant
Western Night Fall
Adult Education
skin and appealing
Festival will be from 6 Class will meet from 6
make up
to 9 p.m. at Southwest to 9 p.m. at Calloway
Calloway Elementary County High School.
School.
Recital by James
Monday,Oct.i6
McKeever,
pianist,
Betty Sledd Group of
at
8
p.m.
in Farwill
be
First Baptist Church
For Hair, Skin and Mckeku
rell Recital Hall, Fine
at
7
meet
P
Women
will
In Paducah On Broadway
._ Center, Murray
p.m. with Sharilyn Arts
(502)4434571
State University.
Also In Murray
Wisehart.
Dixieland Shopping
Friends-MP
— Class of
Center on Chestnut St
Westside Baptist
Eva Wall Mission
Church will meet at Group of Memorial
The finishing touch
for o totallook!
the home of Wanda Baptist Church will
Walker.
meet with Modelle
Open 7:0041tart 7:15
Miller a_t 2 p.m.
Recover)", Inc., will
Tonite thru Sun. meet at 7:30 p.m. at Churchwide skating
the Health Center, Party for Memorial
*Double Feature*
North Seventh and Baptist Church will be
Olive Streets.
from 6 to 8 p.m.

7—

,

Tuesday,Oct.27
Tau Phi I.antbda
Sorority, Woodmen of
the World, will meet at
7 p.m. at the home of
Sara Alexander with
Gayle Smith as
Cohostess.

D FIN-UP
1 LAYMATES
Ons el Tem Dirsisinis and Onto the Scrims.'

starring JANIE MEYERS
AN SRC FILMS INC RELEASE
IN COLOR

Creative Arts
Department of Murray
Woman's Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
the clubhouse.
Adult Education
Class will be from 6 to
9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.

.FOOTBALL

•••

Fruces Drake
FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 25, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
AMES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr
Join others at a cultural
event. Artistic activities are
accented. Happy news comes
from afar, and love ties grow
stronger.
TAURUS
(Apr.20to May 20) ti
Charm and sociability aid
you on the job. Your warm
cordiality brings out the best
in others. Creative energy is
strong.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune20) 111494:
This is a happy time for you
romantically. Though an
evening appointment may
have to be changed, your
cheerfulness Wins you admiration.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) eifiC20
It's a good time to add a
decorative touch to the home.
A co-worker wants to know
you socially. Children are'
very friendly now.

LEO
(July 23taAug.22)
Artistic pursuits, hobbies
and local visits are all happily
emphasized. Romance is likely. A relative tends to be edgy.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.72) ifP
Surprise a loved one with a
gift. An unexpected expense
may crop up. You'll find
home-based activities are
most fulfilling.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22)
Write love letters and make
important calls. You're
popular now and will attract
romance. Pleasure trips are
favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Keep favorable financial
developments confidential.
Curb restlessness after dark.
Save enough time for creative
pursuits.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) )0r440.
You'll have happy times in
the company of friends. Club
activities are favored. Singles
attract romance. Enjoy new
contacts.
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Menus Are Listed
Menus for the Nutri- baby carrots, hot roll,
tion Program for the butter, orange, milk,
Elderly and Meals on coffee or tea.
Wheels for the week of
Wednesday — steak
Oct. 26-30 have been fingers, baked beans,
released.
vegetable sticks, two
Meals. are served slices of bread, butter,
Monday through Fri- prune cake, stewed
day at Hazel and prunes, milk, coffee or
Douglas Centers and tea.
on Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis Center.
Thursday — chicken
Meals are also sent out croquets with cheese
each week day'.
sauce, green pea
The menus are as salad, sweet potatoes,
follows:
hot roll, butter, diced
Monday — meat pears, milk, coffee or
loaf, green beans, pu- tea.
ple hull peas, hot roll,
Friday — sweet and
butter,, baked apples,
apple, milk, e-ofee or saw chicken, mixed
vegetables, cole slaw,
tea.
Tuesday — roast rice, hot roll, ,butter,
beef and gravy, mash- banana, milk, coffee
ed potatoes, peas and or tea.

Mother of,Addicted Son
Searches.for Some Fix
DEAR ABBY: My 39-year-old bachelor son is hooked on
cocaine. He sold a very successful business 10 months ago
and hasn't worked since.
He lives with me and pays me $200 a month. I don't want
his money, Abby, I just want him to shape up. I haven't
been nagging him to get a job because he blows up if I
mention it, but I just can't take any more of his Jekyll-Hyde
personality.
I've thought of giving him an ultimatum: Either go to
work somewhere or get out.
I'm so desperate, I've even thought of suicide. I'm 62, I still
work, and I feel like a complete failure as a mother. His
father and I separated when he was 3. I never remarried or
dated. I was a very religious person, but I don't even have
the strength to pray anymore. I'm afraid if I ask him to
leave he may end up even worse than he is now. Help Me.
DESPERATE MOTHER

DEAR ABBY: I recently received an invitation to a bridal
shower for the daughter of a friend, whom I haven't seen in
a while. When I arrived at the party, I found a very pregnant
bride-to-be (at least six months along) opening her bridal
gifts in a maternity dress!
No one seemed to know anything about a wedding date, or
if there is even to be a wedding.
I feel that I was ripped off. What is your opinion of this?
CAN'T BELIEVE IT
DEAR CAN'T: After writing this column for 25
years, I can believe anything. Life for some is one big,
convoluted three-ring circus: the engagement ring,
the-wedding ring and the teething ring!

DEAR MOTHER: Find the strength to pray. There
is power in prayer.
Don't turn your son away. You must get him into a
drug rehabilitation program. Your clergyman or
Family Service Association can direct you.
Since the thought of suicide has occured to you,call
your local suicide prevention center and ask for help.
Please, don't give up. Write again after you have
acted on my advice and let me know how you are. I
care.

DEAR 'ABBY: Some time ago you had a letter in your
column from a 52--year-old woman who had been married to
a 60-year-old, well-to-do man for five years. She said the
man knew he was impotent when he married her — a fact he
did not tell her because he didn't want to lose her. She said
he was a wonderful, generous man and she wanted for
nothing except the physical aide of marriage, but she had
fallen in love with another man whom she'd marry in a
minute, but she didn't want to hurt her husband.
Abby, if this woman ever leaves her husband, please put
him in touch with me. I have searched for years for an
impotent gentleman. I would greet him with open arms and
love and cherish him forever. I am not an old maid. I'm a
widow. My children are all on their own and are not in any
way dependent on me. I'm free, white and 55. I'm also an
R.N. and would dearly love to spend the rest of my life with
a generous, well-to-do gentleman who can live without sex.
So can I.
AVAILABLE IN ARIZONA

DEAR ABBY: Is there any way I can find out if the
woman my father married has ever been married before?(I
will call her Leona, which is not her real name.)

DEAR AVAILABLE: Wish I could help you. If there
is an "L.A."(Impotents Anonymous), I haven't heard
of it.
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Dress Code Discussed
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Central Shopping Center

Jeri Jones.. Bud Morgan, center, 94, Murray,
is great-great grandfather of Marvin
Wheatley, 10, right, and Eddie,Wheatey, 8,
left, Memphis. The young boys mother is
Diane Wheatley, right, Memphis.Her mother
is Jeri Jones,left front,Nashville. Her mother
and daughter of Morgan is Evelyn Berlin, left
back,New Concord.

DEAR WOULD LIKE: The "facts" are none of your
business. However, if you are sufficiently curious to
nose around, hire a private eye.

By Abigail Van Buren

We Also Have Trained Personnel
To Prune Trees and Shrubbery

•—"Y

FIVE GENERATIONS wertr_e_prennnted at
a reunion recently in Nashville at the home-of

Leona is a terrible person, and I wouldn't believe her
anyway, so asking her is out of the question. I wouldn't ask
my father either.
Also, there is a girl my age living with my father and his
horrible wife. Is there any way of finding out if she is really
Leona's "kid sister" like they says she is, or is she possibly a
child Leona had out of wedlock? How can I find out the
facts?
WOULD LIKE TO KNOW

Sit back and enjoy the full weather. Let T & D
Landscaping & Lawn Maintenance
remove your leaves qukkly and efficiently.
FREE ESTIMATES
ON THE SAME
DAY YOU CALL

Til Dec. 31st.

XC

'We

They're Falling Again!
Carryout a,
medium or large
Godfather's Pizza
and get 64 oz.
Coke FREE from
5:00 p.m.
till closing.

CAPRICORN
(Dee.22to Jan. l9) 1
(1
Check out the commercial
possibilities of creative work.
A private talk makes you happy. -Sociability will aid your
career.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A pleasant invitation should
arrive. Keep in touch with
friends at a distance. Artistic
types enjoy creative inspiration.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
The personal touch abets
career aims. Avciid impulsive'
financial moves. Check extravagance. Follow the lead of
a close friend.
YOU BORN TODAY are
gifted in the arts and can commercialize your talents. Painting, sculpture and music are
some of the fields in which
you'll find fulfillment. Your
executive ability qualifies you
for success in business and
you're quite ambitious. You're
at home in an academic milieu
and Will enjoy writing,
history, philosophy and
science.

%v.!,
vissi,.•,

TILD.Landscaping
and Lawn Maintenance
Offering Commercial & Residential Landsc4ing

- 1907 Coldwater Rd. 759-1913

Hair is less shaggy,
and probably styled
with a blow dryer.
Jeans are pressed and
boast designer labels
on the back pockets.
Penny loafers are as
plent;tul as beat-up
running shoes.
"It's cool," once
again, to be neat, says
Judith Russo, who
recentlynittittly.;
school in Seattle.

down what they wear
and, like the rest of the
country,growing more
conservative.
School authorities
say the trend is almost
entirely voluntary and
coincides with the
more tolerant attitudes of schools
toward the often
outlandish styles of rent years.
In Des Moines,Iowa, •

A check of public
schools across the
Procountry, from
vidence, R.I., to Albuquerque, N.M., indicates that, after
decades of pushing for
tnore lenient standards of dress and personal grooming,
students are toning

code was so strict in
the 1950s that students
weresent home for not
wearing belts, "We
think 'there are more
important things to do
with our time and efforts than enforce a
dress code," said
system spokesman
Norm Miller.

wharetheAcivialaims—

•
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Murray Business News Briefs
Kentucky Movement Shows Diversity
When, Kentuckians
tali about "organized
labor," it sometimes
sounds as though they
are talking about a
cohesive entity of people who belong to labor
unions.
But those most
closely identified with
labor-management
relations in the state
will quickly say that
this is only a partial
truth. Labor union
members, and more
often their leaders,
often identify with
similar issues and
_positions on those
issues. But even a
quick glance at the
Kentucky Department
of Labor's 1981 Directory of Labor
Organizations shows
the diversity of the
labor movement in
Kentucky.

small have organized
bargaining units in 97
counties.
Many of these union
— but, significantly,
not the largest ones in
Kentucky — are
members of the bigge* and most visible
labor organization in
The extent of labor's the state: the Kenpresence in Kentucky tucky State FL-CIO
is a fluid factor in (American Federation
assessing its influence of Labor-Congress of
and likely courses of Industrial Organizaaction. Labor unions tions). It, however, is
now exist in all of Ken- only a federation
tucky's 120 counties; it whose charter places
seems but yesterday considerable limits on
when this was not so. what its officers. can
Some 23 counties ask or require of
are included only
because federal postal
workers are more
completely organized
than ever before.
Nevertheless, other,
more traditional
unions both large and
Bill Kopperud,
owner and principal
broker of Kopperud
Realty, has announced
the appointment of Bill
Rayburn to the position of sales manager.
•
And that's a key element to understanding
the currents in the
State labor movement,
an undersatanding
that should be part of
every Kentucky
businessperson's-store
of knowledge.

•

United Auto Workei S.
recently voted to reafflilhate with the AFLCIO.
And size is not the
only or best indication
of a union's clout in
Kentucky. Teamsters,
for example, outnumber miners here
by about 5 to 3, but the
size of the coal industry evidences that
the United Mine
Workers of America is
probably the union in
which Kentuckians
most influence national policy. That was
not _always the • case;
for many years under
the late John L Lewis,
Kentucky union
leadership was determined by his national
office.
Also central to any
understanding of KenInc. as sales represen- tucky's labor movetative and branch ment is that the tradimanager with that tional distinction between .organization by
firm.
The son of Mrs. Joe trade and industry is
Nell lizyburn of Mur- not always observed.
ray, Rayburn is a 1961 Thus we find
graduate of Murray Teamsters organizing
College High and a the American
1966 graduate of Mur- Greeting Card
ray State University workers in Corbin, the
where he received a' Distillery Workers
B.S. degree in business with a contract at the
administration.
Rayburn is married to
the former Jan
Waldrop, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Waldrop of Murray.
The Rayburns have
Jim Tate Jr., joint
two children, Jennifer,
age 11, and Allen, age owner with. his father
8, and reside at 1909 of the Murray Auto
Gatesborough Circle.
Auction, and Joyce
In the past four Haley, director of
years,. Rayburn has public relations, atreceived the GRI tended the 1981 Nadesignation from the tional Automobile AucKentucky Association tion Association Conof Realtors, as well.as vention Oct. 1-4 at the
his Kentucky Real Crown Center Hotel in
Estate Broker's Kansas City, Mo.
license. He was also
There were five hunnamed as Kopperud
Realty's Associate of dred in attendance
the Year for 1980. representing
Rayburn has served as management of aucchairman of the multi- tions,.fleet and leasing
ple listing committee companies, executives
during 1978 and 1979 from Ford Motor Comfor the Murray pany, General Motors,
Calloway County American Motors,
Board of Realtors and Nissan Motor Corp.,
is currently serving on Toyota Motor Sales,
the board of directors Volkswagon of
and is vice-president- America, and the
elect for thai organiza- Chrysler Corporation.
One hundred auctions
tion:
Kopperud stated the were represented
newly-created position with 11 from the
filled by Rayburn will eastern zone, 35 from
enable Kopperud Real- the midwestern zone,
ty to better serve the 35 from the western
public in today's in- zone and 21 from the
creasingly more com- southern zone.
plicated real estate
Hosts for the special
market.
receptions and ban-

Rayburn Named
Sales Manager

Christopher Attends
One-Day Course
At Baylor University
Murray Attorney
Ron Christopher
recently attended the
third, annual Comprehensive One-Day
Course on Government
Loan and Loan.
Guarantee Programs,
presented by Baylor
University's
Hankamer School of
Peusiness.
The seminar,
presented at the Holiday Inn Rivermont, in
Memphis, was endorsed by the National Institute of Economics
and the American
Alliance of Small
Businesses. The purpose of the course was
to give professionals a
comprehensive overview of government
loan and loan
guarantee programs.
There are hundreds
of programs designed
to assist the American
people in furthering
their economic pro-'
gress and these programs provided by the
Federal Government
are done so through
direct and guaranteed
loans. An ithderstanding of these government loan programs
and the changes being
made by the Reagan
administration have
become an essential
requirement for any
business professional.
The seminar
assured those in attendance an expertise on
how to: identify,
analyze and use
government loan programs; determine the
federal agency administering the programs and the objectives and goals of the
programs; determine
the type of financial
assistance offered
under a program;
structure applications
for low interest loan
programs; evaluate
and select programs
which meet objectives; develop,
package, promote and
present opportunities
available through
government loan programs; broaden the
scope of one's investment, business and
development plans;
get immediate
answers for specific
needs from experts
who work with government program4 on a
daily basis; get free
assistance from
government.. agencies
to- help metre(eNi
plications; and learn
atotV icitnieb17the pitfalls and red
tape involved in applying for government
loans.
The workshop faculty included Dan
Koehler, a Washington
D.C. lawyer who was
former director of the

number unions. That
limitation can and
does also affect the
AFL-CIO's 13 central
labor couniils which
are geographically
distributed throughout
Kentucky and which
deal with regional
labor concerns.
The two largest
unions in the state are
the Teamsters and the
Unite,
.1. Mine Workers,
both independent
unions although both
once were strong
members.of the state
and federal AFL-CIO.
The third largest
union in the state, the

program development
for the Small Business
Administration,
Washington D.C.; Milt
Rambaud, Los
Angeles, Calif.,former
acting chief of real
estate for the U.S.
Department of Hous-ing and Urban
Development; Mike
Clark, Little Rock,
Bill Rayburn
Ark., expert in the proRayburn
has been a
grams administered
full-time sales
by the Farmers Home
Administration and associate with KopSusan Huskisson,for perud Realty since
former public in- joining the agency in
formation officer with October 1977.
Prior to his return to
the U.S. Department
Murray
in 1977,
of Energy and former
liaison for that office Rayourn had 11 years
with the White House of marketing and construction experience
staff.
with PPG rndustries,

Lawrence Returns
From Schooling
Joe B. Lawrence,
Route 1, Murray,field
representative for
Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society, has returned from

Joe B. Lawrence
a special "Sure Start"
Home Office School for
new field-Personnel.
Basic precepts of
Fraternal Benefit life
insurance highlight
the intensive training
courses, which are
held in the Woodmen

Tower of Omaha,Neb.
Lawrence hopes to
make contact as soon
as possible with present members of the
Society in this area
and offer his services,
both from a fraternal
and insurance standpoint. In addition, he
will be contacting any
new members who
wish to join the
Woodmen of The
World.

Roper power manufacturing plant in
Williamsburg, the
Steelworkers staffing
the Appalachian
Hospitals. In fact, a
substantial number of
•'Steelworkers" are
not skilled workers in
steel plants.
There is also a certain amount of independent unionism
here. It cannot be hilly
identified with what
are called, sometimes
negatively, "company
unions." In fact, the
latter were more visible and influential in
the past. Today, the
most numerous of the
independents is the
Southern Labor Union
with several thousand
miners, chiefly in Bell
and Harlan counties.
The word "independent" today has more
than one meaning
since it can refer to
non-affiliation with the
state --and national
AFL-CIO or with the
leading national union
of a craft of industry.
Volumes could be
Written about
unionism in Kentucky,
a subject of heightened
interest to the business

Tate, Haley Attend
Auction Convention
quets also included
Manheim Auctions,
Black Book, Adjusters
Auto Rental,' NADA
Used • Car Guide Co.
and Auction Insurance
Agency. Guest
speakers included Bill
BlaskoVich, Ford
Motor Company;
Peter G. Guptill,
American Motors;
Frank E. Brazil!,
General Motors; Al
Pribish, an instructor
at the Michigan
Career Institute; and
BO Grigsby, president
of the Kansas City
Connection, Inc. a
public relations firm.
Other points of interest in Kansas City
oincluded a tour of the
Harry .Truman
Library and the Harry
S. Truman Sports
Complex, Plaza Shopping trip, and a tour of
some of the world's
most beautiful homes
including the home of
Russell Stover. The
auction staff also attended the Metro Auto
Auction before flying
home on Tuesday.

community these
days Yet the more one Largest gains Glendelves into that sub- more Distilleries
AMEX I. to'19 from
'et, the more apparent
United Kentucky
it becomes that
Bank
I OTC1. to 133,4
"labor" is no more of a
from H, Vermont
simply-defined word •
than is "manage- American AMEX to
18% from 17. Biggest*
ment "
losses, General
•••
Energy ((YFCI. to 29'.
KENTUCKY from W.
STOCKS ON THE IOT(1'), Sperti Drug
to 21-• from
MOVE LAST WEEK:
Texas Gas
Market direction of the Transmi
ssion
index of 25 Kentucky
NYSE.).
to
33N.
from
stocks WaS downward.
354.

The Catch
Offers Seafood
The Catch, on seafood in any
Johnny Robertson amount Special deals
Road, offers foods for include oysters by the
the seafood lover
bushel and half Owned by Bob and
bushel..
Tonta Taylor, the store
Special orders
has weekly features in- should be given by
cluding shrimp, Wednesday to insure
lobster, red snapper, delivery by the
crab legs and oysters. weekend.
Various types of
Bob, a commercial
Golden Dip foods also fisherman, is the son
are sold. •
'of Mrs. Dennis "TubThe Taylors purby" Taylor and the
chase the seafood
late Mr. Taylor. Tonia
twice a week at a
is the daughter of Mr
"Memphis warehouse.
and Mrs. Joe Tom
Located next to Dr. McKendree. •
Ellwood Brown's ofThe Taylors invite
fice and residence, the community to stop
The Catch will sell by their store.

Don't
Hesitate To
Insulate!

Compared to a home with no insulation one that ,n
fully weatherized and ansuisted Gan reduce healing
costs by half An insulated home is • vuod
investment and can mean substantial-savings
your electric boa
As• us tor tree booklets on .nsuiatiny
and weatherizing your home

w4

West Ky. Rural
Electric
Coop-Corp.
Murray-Mayfield 7534341

*****************************
For U vuur Trovei Reservotion. oI

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
•

rppresentung

American and International Traveltime

****************** *******
***

re)

We at

•

— • —'10

the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
Bill Rayburn

()a Aix bated...
Horne Federal, Murray Branch,
cordially invites you to customer appreciation day, this Monday, Oct.
26th.
Refreshments will be served all
day so come by and say hello to our
friendly staffand management.
Just our way ofsaying thanks.

Joe B. Lawrence
•

Bob & Tonva Tavlor lowrier%)
(a)

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

The Catch
No sus
LENDER

1201 Main, Murray, Ky.
.........•••••••••=•••=to•

759-1630
Homo Mica 1601 araedway
Paducah, Koatucky
"OM 4424171

•

••••••
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Fins & Feathers

IRA*tine
It is hard to say how
the fish will react to
this cold rain that we
had Thursday. One
could make all kinds of
guesses or excuses if
they really didn't want
to go.
Wouldn't you really
hate to miss a good
day when the "really"
big bass were shallow
and hunbry? Me too,
so I'm going! The big
bass in Kentucky Lake
are due to come into
the shallows and feed
before winter and I
want a chance at
them.
I had a tiny taste of
action Wednesday
evening while fishing
with Walter Gibbs
from Louisville. I
hooked into abass bigger than any I had
seen for a long while
but was unable to hold
onto it. It was in
shallow, feeding on
"popcorn"shad,and it
took my lure as soon as
it touched the water. I
set the hooks, but not.
hard enough, so when
the pressure became
real heavy;they pulled
out. •
I had another bass to
practically gnaw the
paint off of a topwater
buss bait and I missed
' 4

Colder Weather Slows Fishing

it also. I was able to
fish for an hour before
dark and I just got this
feeling that Saturday
or Sunday,the big ones
would do it!
There is also a good
chance of hanging into
a big "rockfish" or
striper which is a part
of the ones released by
the Dept. of Fish and
Wildlife.
I have caught three
of these beauties this
summer, two. in the
past month, and I
mean they really do
fight hard. They all
made the legal 15"
limit but I released
them anyway. I was so
thrilled at the thought
of them really taking
hold in Kentucky Lake
and building a good
population that we
could look forward too.
You know, if these big
stripers do what they
have done in other
lakes, it will be a real
bonanza!

I read an article in
the latest issue of the
Striped Bass
magazine, just a day
before I caught my
last striper, and I
knew when I set the
hook, I had one on. I
recognized the way the
fish were feeding and
switched to a rebel
minnow just in time to
score.
The buys in the article were fishing lake
Lanier in Georgia,
during the month of
December and at
night.
They used big cordell refins, rapalas,
rebels and bagleys
shad plugs, worked
steadily just below just
below the surface.
The areas they fished were long rocky
points which were
close to deep water,
much like the points in
our lake.
I - haven't seen or
heard of any stripers

the size they were catFRANKFORT, Ky.
ching in a long time, (AP) — Colder
but if we do have some weather is slowing
coming soon,oh lord!
some Kentucky
Happy Fishing!
fishing, but many

Final plans were
made Tuesday night
for the upcoming
Ducks Unlimited
Sportsmans Banquei.
A fine group of
decicated duck and
goose hunters accepted their responsibility in the continu-

ing struggle to save
North American
wetlands, by attending
Tuesday nights
meeting of the 'coal
D.U. Chapter.
If you have a desire
to help raise money to
support the efforts of
Duck's Unlimited
please attend the next
meeting of the
Murray-Calloway
County D. U. Chapter.
The local chapter is
meeting each Tuesday
night at 7:30 at the
Triangle Inn here in
Murray. We will continue to meet on Tuesday night until the banquet is held Nov. 14th.
Ticket information
is available by contacting Tom Rushing
at the Bank of Murray.
Also at the Bank of
Murray, starting next
week, the local D.U.
Chapter will be
displaying some of the
fine auction items that
will be sold at the banquet.
I know we can't
display all the prints
but maybe about 10
will be on display
along with carved
decoys, an original oil
painting, maybe a
motorcycle or even the
D.U. Commemorative
shotgun, if it comes in

by then. Go by and
pick out a print that
you need for your
home, office or
business. Nine of the
prints are only offered
oy D.U. at special banquets and soon become
collectors items.
In case you have
forgotten the 1981 D.U.
Banquet will be held
Nov. 14th at the Jaycee
Center on Hwy_ 121
just west of Murray.
Doors open at 6:00
p.m. and refreshments
will be available. A
catered dinner will be
served at 7:00 p.m.
Since the list of door
prizes an auction
items are so great, I
don't think there will
be time to show a D.U.
film. I feel that most
people want to be able
to leave no later than
12:00 and I agree with
this completely.
Severely years ago
when maybe $5,000.00
to $7,000.00 was raised
in one night a film was
needed to make the
night complete.
However, when you
consider auctioning
enough items to reach
$20,000 it takes about
twice the time as it did
just 3-4 years ago. So,I
hope everyone
understands why a
film was not shown
last year and will not
be shown this year.
I do want to mention
that 4 of the Duck
Stamp prints will be
available this - year.
Last year,several people were disappointed
when they were unable
to buy one. Caps will
also be available as
.11 R0 the D.U. Duck

AL'S NOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

•Cover
Nindows
•Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
*Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
'Roofing
•Storm Windows Et Doors

Free Estimates Call

436-2802
Rt 5 Bon 2059 Murray, Ky

•Sits '411t, 411K MIPX MICK )1114. )411V-Alte MIX If

.3.C.

•

i Murray Bait Co. 0
69

Fred Gardner, Owner

s

Wholesale Live Bait

$

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

0
r

Phone
502-79-5693

ASK ASK XIIIP ASP 41k 'ilk INF 41fic AUX ARK AIM

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

:
▪ Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Irair7711111111116241 : Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
•
altIlla : Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
Hw.641 South
753-9131
753-8364-753-6779
•
Your U-Haul Headquarters
So
.
B
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Now
NIP •
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plata-Murray, Ky.

ti
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
Featuring
'Bass Hawk Boats *J.C. Pontoons
*Authorized Eviorude
Sales 8, Service v.
EVInRUOI
SALES a
f

Head Logo Pin.
So make plans now
to attend the annual
D.U. Banquet. See you
Tuesday night at the
meetmg. I could write
all day about the great
time you will have at
the banquet, but I am
late for something now
and must go. If you are
bowhunting I hope you
get a deer soon.
May All Your
Hunting Be
Safe and
Enjoyable

Green River — night; bluegill good,
chances await the
adventurous fisher- Crappie fair to good black bass fair on surman, according to the around submerged face lures; clear, fallstate, which gave this cover 10 feet deep and ing at 12 feet below
shallower; black bass tower pool,64.
rundown:
Cave Run — Musky
Kentucky — Crappie slow on spinner baits
fair around visible and plastic worms; fair to good on medium
tailwaters clear, stable at winter to deep runners in incover;
lets and bays; crappie
catfish good, sauger pool,63.
Cumberland — fair around submergand crappie fair;
clear, stable at 4 feet Black bass slow in up- ed cover 10 to 12 feet
below summer pool,64 per lake but good in deep; clear, falling
lower lake on small slowly at 4 feet below
degrees.
Barkley — Crappie craws off steep rocky summer pool,62.
Grayson — Black
fair in main lake, slow points early and late;
to fair on jigs in crappie slow in upper bass fair on crankbaits
tailwaters; black bass lake but fair to good in and spinners; crappie
slow on crankbaits; lower lake, in heads of and bluegill slow;
catfish fair in creeks and drift clear to murky, stable
tailwaters with cut- fishing creek chan- at 17 feet below sumbaits and shad min- nels; white bass slow mer pool,56.
Dewey — Black bass
nows; clear,stable at 4 in upper lake trolling
feet below summer deep runners; slow on crankbaits,
rockfish, walleye, bluegill slow on minpool,64.
Barren — Black small mouth bass fair nows around dropoffs;
bass fair on crankbaits trolling deep runners clear to murky,falling
and spinner baits; along rock walls and at 3 feet below sumcrappie fair to good across points in lower mer pool,64.
Buckhorn — Black
around cover; clear, lake; trout good in
falling at 3 feet below tailwaters; clear, fall- bass slow along steep
^)
ing at 37 feet below banks; crappie slow in s
summer pool,65.
inlets and bays; trout
Nolin — Black bass timberline,66.
Dale Hollow — good in tailwaters;
slow to fair on
crankbaits and spin- Black bass slow on clear, stable at 3 feet
ner baits; crappie slow plastic worms; crap- below summer pool,
to fair a-round pie, fair 10 to 12 feet 67.
Fishtrap — Crappie
dropoffs; clear to deep around submergslow
12 to 15 feet deep:
ed
cover;
clear,
falling
murky to muddy,
at 5 feet below normal trout fair below dam,
falling 4 feet below'
clear, falling slowly at
pool,63.
summer pool,67.
Laurel — Trout good 15 feet below summer
Rough River —
Crappie Slow to fair off steep banks at pool,63.
****************************
around submerged
*
cover; clear, falling at *
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
*
9 feet below summer *
*
*
pool,66.
*
Herrington — Black
bass fair to good on
crankbaits and spinner baits in the mouths
* Complete line of FiOnnig.and Sporting Equipment *
of creeks and off rocky .
*
*
points; bluegill good "**
Boat, Motor, PontoonA Ski '
*
on mealworms, wax- *
Storage:
Service-Covered
:RentalsGuide
worms and casting
*
small spinners and *
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
jigs around visible *
*
i 502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 *
cover; clear, falling * Rt 1 Hardin
*
slowly at 6 feet below *****************************
summer pool,61.

*.*: Kenlake Marina!*

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

Your Invited
To A
Demonstration On

"Wood Stove Safety
& Weatherization"
October 27 at 7 p.m.
At The County Extension Office
By Betty Veatch
Area Supervisor For T.V.A.
Jean Flora Home Extension Agent
Will Help Present The Program
and Answer Questions

',living Habits That
.
Save Energy"
Octoler 28 at 1:15
At The County Extension Office

Free Refreshments
donated By Southern States

.R. 2 Buchman, Tenn.(901)232-8221

BEST
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MSU Plans
Seminar
A two-da) seminar
on • feettve !dimness
'Nraing" will be of(emit by Murray \State
University at Kenlake
State Resort Park
lodge at Aurora Nov.45.
Registration is
settediNd from 8:30 to
9 a.m. on the first day,
and the program will
run from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. each day. Sponsors are the Office of
Conferences and Continuing Education and
the Waterfield Center
for Business and
Governmental
Research.
Dr. Jules Harcourt,
chairman of the
Department of Office
Administration and
Business Education at
Murray State, and Dr.
A.C. "Buddy" Krizan,
an assistant professor
in that department,
will conduct the
seminar.
The seminar will
take a practical approach to improving
business writing skills
and increasing effectiveness on the job. It
will involve both instruction in the basic
principles and concepts of effective written business communication and practical exercises.
Participants will
learn how to:
-- Organize for effective written
business communication.
- Use human relations in improving
communication.
- Best present
"good news" and'bad
news."
Custom tailor
each written business
communication for
certain readers.
- Write more clearly and with greater impact.
The fee for the
seminar is,$125 for one
registrant or $110 for
two or more 'people
from the 'game
organization. It covers
tuition, all meeting
materials lunch and
refreshment breaks.
Interested persons
may register by calling (502)762-2716.

Utility
Receives
Refund
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - The state
Public Service Commission has authorized
rate reductions and
refunds for several
natural gas utilities.
West Kentucky Gas
Co. of Owensboro will
receive about $2.6
million in refunds
from its suppliers,
Texas Gas Transmission Corp. and
Tennessee Gas
Pipeline Co.
They are the result
of a U.S. Supreme_
Court ruling last summer which said a Louisiana tax on natural
gas was illegal.
Residential
customers will have an
average reduction of
$9.42 in the next year
because of the refunds.
Western's
customers also will
pay $8.55 less per year
because of a decrease
in the wholesale cost of
natural gas supplied
by Texas Gas.
Western Kentucky
serves almost 119,000
residential and about
1,000 commercial and
industrial customers
In portions of western,
central and southern
Kentucky.
•
Customers of the
Union Light, Heat and
Power Co. of Covington will receive an
average refund of
$11.23 over the next 12
months because of a
refund from the company's ..luitniier foJGM'Trarismis054pkCoip.
Union Light series
55,400 residential,4,405
small commercial and fs
industrial .and 135
large commercial and
industrial customers
in northern Kerftucky.
The refund to Union
Light total more than
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Lov•pats Stretch Briefs
Nylon/cottoh/Lycra spanpanel. Fit
dex. Cotton,terry
4-7.
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Our Reg. 8.97
Candy Corn For Halloween Goblins
Delicious,chewy. Just right for this haunting
time of year. 12-oz. net wt.
Limit 2

Purina* High Protein* Dog Meal
Give 'your dog a nutritior)ally-balanCed
meal for his good heallh. 30-lb.• bag
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2000 HOUR
LIGHT BULB 1
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"Pantl-All" Panty Nose
Panty, panty hose
in one.
- Cotton
panel, sandal foot.
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78
Fried Chicken
'um Dinner With
10 Oz.Coke
With whipped
potato, gravy,
vegetable, roll,
butter. Savings
Sporting
Goods
Dept.

c Our 1.56
4-pack Light Bulbs
Choice of 60, 75 or 100
watt Give you up to
2000 hours of light

; FILM
DEVELOPING
• SPECIALS
•

2
Big 'N Bold Thermometer
For the window. With
large, easy-to-read
numbers.

BoxesI
K mart' Coffee Fitters
100 disposable Fit most
automatic drip coffeemakers including
Mr Coffee

.
1 27

YouChoice
Vaseline° Lotion or Aim'
10-oz • Intensive Care'
8 2-oz •• Aimit tooth
paste Save of K mart

*Foca
gig
FLASHBARII

•
"TWO EACH"

FocallKodacolor sr •
•DEVELOP and PRINT
• SPECIAL! •
• First Set of Prints
At Regular Price
•

(including film
developing)

•

Second Sell

Only

Each

-

FOR POLAROID'
PICTURE
CAMERAS A*D
ALL $II• 70
FILM CAISEISAS

NM

•3

7Twin
Pack
Focal' Flashbar II
Convenient 2-bar pack
20 flashes. Improved,
uniform flashes. Save.

9.9714.77
Our

Palmolive* Liquid
32-oz.' dishwashing liquid for sparkling
dishes

Tone DOD( Mirror
14x54" oval door mirror
Functional and decorative. Save at K mart
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•FI 6:

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICES
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
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Reg.
2.47
Refills
1 Blade of 2 WIpor
American
Sizes to fit many
Volkswagens
cars and

.47
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SERVOCES INCLUDE:
1. Reptice front broke
pods
2. True rotors .
.
3. If4plitabiiperi4. Refill hydraulic system
5 Repack inner and
outer bearings
6 Replace front grease
seals
7 Inspect master
cylinder
8. Inspect rear linings for
MOW (additional cost
repairs on rear
brakes ore needed)
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A
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Lakers Nab First District Title

Harp To Fill Picture Frame
After Win Over Crittenden
By KEN WALKER
Reporter
When Sam Harp
took over the head
coaching position for
the Calloway County
Lakers at the start of
the 1980 football
season, he hung an empty picture frame on
the wall directly facing the entrance to the
home team's dressing
room at Laker
Stadium. Inside the
frame was a slip of
paper proclaiming
that the space was
reserved for a picture
of the first Laker team
to win a district championship.
That slip of paper
will soon be replaced
by a glossy photo by
the 1981 Calloway
County team, which
clinched its spot on the
wall by pummeling the
Crittenden County
Rockets, 40-8, Friday
night to wrap up the
first-ever district title
for the Lakers.

"It was sweet," a
satisfied Harp said
after his team had won
its Homecoming game
in convincing fashion,
and he had been carried off the field on the
shoulders of his
players. -We didn't
put any special emphasis on the game,
because we try to look
at all the games in the
same way. But, the
kids had it in the back
of their minds that we
could clinch the
district if we won.
"The kids just went
out in a very
businesslike manner
and got the job done."
There Oas never
really any doubt about
the outcome of the contest, as the Lakers,
who upped their
record to 7-2 overall
and 4-0 in the district,
thoroughly outmanned
the Rockets, who have
had their problems
this year with a 1-7
mark.

Getting settled
made simple.
Ilers-rewe dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WA01111 sail.
As your threes*, it's my job le help ye. make the
most of your new neighborhood. Sur shopping areas.
Comr.mity opportunities. Spatial attraetiees. Lots
iacts to save you time sad matey.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be Interring Mr year sail.
fl'!come
Inge King 492-8348

Ua1gon
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Calloway County 15 yards out. That TD run on a quarterback
outgained Crittenden was set up by a 26-yard sneak by backup
County, 453-229, in run by Workman and a Laker QB Kirk Starks
total offense. The 12-yard pass from accounted for the rest
Lakers' talented pair quarterback Tim of the Calloway scorof running backs, Brown to slit end ing in the romp. The
Tommy Workman and Craig Darnell. Rockets got their only
Jeff Garrison, combin- Hargrove's extra- points with just 2:30
ed for 289 yards point attempt was left in the game, when
rushing and four good this time, making Martin got loose on the
touchdowns.
it 13-4).
right side and
"Our offensive line
Midway through the sauntered into the end
did a super job in open- second period, zone from 30 yards out.
ing the holes for Jeff Calloway made it 20-0 Martin also ran the
and Tommy tonight," when Garrison scored ball in for the twoHarp explained. -Our from two yards out on point conversion.
coaching staff tried to a pitch from Brown.
Calloway County
prepare the linemen Brown had hit tight still has two more
before the season to be end Hargrove on 34- regular-season conable to block against yard pass down the tests (Friday night at
any defensive align- middle of the field to Webster County and
ment. Now, it's payed set the score up.
Nov.6 at home against
off."
Trailing 20-0 at Fulton City) before
Workman,the senior halftime, it might have entering the state
tailback who ac- been expected that Playoffs. As winners of
counted for 157 yards Crittenden County the Class AAA District
on 21 carries, put the
would try to pass the One title, the Lakers
Lakers on top when he ball in order to catch will be paired against
blasted over the right
up. But, Rockets coach the winners of District
side of that offensive
Ken Bargo chose to Two, which figures to
line, broke an attemp- keep the -ball on the
be Franklin-Simpson.
ted tackle by the
ground. Rockets
"We're still going to
Rockets' Keith Mills quarterback Turner work hard in those two
and scored from 19
Martin threw just two games.we've got left,"
yards out to cap a
passes in the- entire Harp said. "We can't
Seven-play, 53-yard
game, both
afford to look past
scoring drive on the
complete.
anybody just to
Lakers' first posses"Believe it or not, prepare for the
sion of the game. That
that Martin kid has got playoffs. Every team
lead held at 6-0 when
one of the better pass- in the state, though,
Don Hargrove's extra
ing arms in the state," has got a staircase to
point attempt went
Harp said of the oppos- §.uccess, and for us, the
wide to the right.
ing signal-caller. playoffs are another
Four minutes later,
"But, he's been hurt step on that staircase.
Workman got his se- recently and you could We're going to go after
cond score of the night tell that his arm was it with all we've got."
when he eased his way
bothering him. He just
The question now is:
through a gaping hole wasn't physically can the Lakers fill up
in the line and sprinted capable of throwing the next emply picture
into the endzone from the ball."
frame that Harp has
To compensate for promised to hang on
his sore arm, Martin the wall, the one that
resorted to quarter- says, "This Space
back keepers. In fact, Reserved For The
he accounted for most First Laker Tern to
of the Rockets' offense Win the Regional
by running for 150 Championship"?
yards on 16 carries.
Score by Quarters:
It wasn't enough,
Co. 0 0 0 0- 8
however, as Crittenden
Calloway Co. 13 7 13 7-40
Calloway's lead
(1st)Calloway Co. - Tonuny
Workman, 19-yd. run. (kick
ballooned to 26-0 in the failed
I
third quarter on a 33( 1st) Calloway Co. Workman,
15-yd. run. (Don
yard scoring pass
kick)
from Brown to Harerove
(2nd Calloway Co. - Jeff
Hargrove. That was Garrison, 2-yd. run.
kick)
one of Brown's eight (Hargrove
(3rd) Calloway Co. completions in 14 at- Hargrove, 33-yd. pass from
Tim Brown.(kick failed)
tempts.
(3rd) Calloway Co."Our passing game Garrison,
40-yd. run. (Randy
was probably the best Dawson kick)
(4th) Calloway Co.-Kirk
that it has been all Starks,
2-yd. run. (Dawson
year," Harp pointed kick)
(4th)
Crittenden
Co.-Turner
out, despite the cool
Martin, 30-yd. run. (Martin
temperatures that run)
frwlividnal data•
seemed to have an efRushing: Crittenden Co.fect on the homecom- Turner
Martin, 16-150; Steve
ing contest's atten- Tinsley 19-56; Calloway Co. tance. A rather small Tommy Workman, 21-157;
Garrison 13-132.
crowd turned out for Jeff
Passing: Crittenden Co. the game in the 30- Turner Martin, 0-2-0;
Calloway Co. - Tim Brown, 8degree weather.
14-0, 158 yds.
A 4 0 -yard
Receiving: Crittenden Co
' .breakaway by Gar- Nong_i Calloway Co.-Don
4-88; Jeff Garrison
rison and a two-yard Rargrove
20-50

COLD
t
WEATHER'S
COMING. DON'T
GET BURNED.
Heating with wood can be dangerous.
So, check the area near.your wood heater or
fireplace to make sure curtains and furniture
are a safe distance away. Then install a smoke
detector and keep an ABC fire extinguisher
nearby.
'This winter, be warm; but be safe.

Mviiuy Ekt-tric
7v4 System
•o

Murray, Ky.

401 Olive St.

THE LAST MAN - Donny Hargrove (80) breaks past the last
defender with a chance to save six. Jeff Garrison trails the play.
Photos by Jennie Gordon

CLINCHED - The Lakers hoist Head Coach Sam Harp in victory
after downing Crittenden County for the district championship.

Hilltoppers, Colonels
Ready For OVC Clash
Western Kentucky
didn't need Eastern
Kentucky being the
top-ranked team in
NCAA Division I-AA
football ratings to get
ready for today's 54th
meeting between the
schools.
"I've been watching
this game since the
late 1940s when I was a
freshman at
Western," said
Western Kentucky
Coach Jimmy Feix.
"The anticipation, the
fan support,the efforts
on the field and the
pure excitement is just
tremendo s. It's
always a to h game,
but that's ie way
everyone liks it."
The Colonels are 6-1
overall and ;4-0 in the
Ohio Valley Conference. Western Kentucky is ft-2 on the
season and 2-1 in
league play.
A victy fOr Math
Roy Kid's Colonels

could break the tie for
No.1 with Jackson
State.
"Western will come
in here all fired up. We
know that," said Kidd.
"They have one
heckuva offensive
team and, like always,
they really come after
you on defense."
The Hilltoppers are
averaging 375 yards
per game in total offense while yielding
266 yards per game.
Eastern Kentucky is
giving up 194 yards per
game while rolling up
352.4.
The 1 p.m. game in
Richmond will be
televised by ESPN,the
cable TV sports network, for replay nationwide next week.
Eastern Kentucky is
coming off a 14-,3
homecoming victory
over Dayton. Western

Kentucky lost by the
same score to Tennessee Tech.
In other conference
action today, Middle
Tennessee is at Austin
Peay, Murray State
travels to Akron,
Morehead State goes
to Tennessee Tech and
Youngstown State
hosts Eastern Illinois
in a designated league
game.
Middle Tennessee, 31 in the OVC and 5-2
overall, will be trying
to keep its title hopes
alive when it meets
Austin Peay. Last
week the Blue Raiders
upset Murray State 149 when it turned a
blocked punt and fumble recovery into
touchdowns.
Austin Peay is 2-2 in
the league and 3-2
overall.

SCOREBOARD
Prep Scores

WEATHERMAN
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mperatu,,es macheda high
Merd,and clipped
of 180
rorteast for today callsaslow nalr. The
for
more of the
same; with a
possibility that the mercury may plunge
to 00.
*If the mi-”In front
chartrreo

ing•up by totnorrow,"Said
Chuck Windsor "But
lpioreweatherman
than likely
we're in rot a long gt
retch of cold
Weather."
The effects ofthe prolo

ertmkt are
evident throurat
the a. Schools
• high
^ rat*.

With a Kero-Sun Portable Heater, you'can
turn down your thermostat and
still stay warm.
A Kero-Sun Portable Heater will
keep you warm for pennies an
hour Hundreds of uses because
they're all portable:99.9% fuel
efficiency means odorless,
smokeless operation. And they
need no chimney. Batterypowered ignition system and
-autoniatic shur-trftdevice
extra safety. Kero-Sun offers
9 different models to fit ,
your particular needs. See a
demonstration today. .

KEROSUN

By The Associated Press Timm*
Gams
Lim. Butler 411, Lou.Shawnee1
Law. Eastern 41, Lou. Central6
Lou. Male 12, Lou. Fern Creek IFriday
Gsmea
Anderson Co.14,Henry Co.S•
Bardstown 7, Washington Co.6
Bath Co. X,Mason Co. 13
Bellevue* LaMar 7
Berea X,Harrodsburg II
Bowling Green IS,Hopkinsville9
Calloway Co.40, Crittenden C.o.
Campbellsville 35,Clinton Co. 13
Carroll Co X,Dayton 14
Casey C.$,Clay Co.I
Cawood 40, Whitley Ca.0
Ceredo-Kenova, X.Va., 25, Boyd Co.
4
Christian Co. 27, Marshall Co. 15
Cookeville,tam.35, Rowell Call
Corbin 33,Enos Central3
Covingtte Calhollc6,Beachwood 11
Danville*, Montgomery Co.
Dixie Height'a,Boone Col
East Carter 4I,Lewis Co 12
Edmonsan Co.33, Adair Co.I
Elizabethtown 14, Nogth Bialbtl
Elkhorn City 21,Pbeipo 14
Erlanger Lloyd 19, Campbell Co. 12
&1oi40otScIdt4,Conner
Will Co.it Brad= Co.
Fakview X,Green Township, Ohio,
23
Fleming Co.It RacelandI
Fort Enos51,Bailin East 12
Fort„CicipbdI 14, Henry Co., Tenn.,
Fort Thomas Hightmids 54, Covington Holmes7

pwa

news Frovv_homiljng.
FneklIsilimgaseI,Glasgow6

I e
ow you!
At

Holland Drugs
P. O. Box 869, 109 S. 4th St.
Murray, Kentucky
42071

SMINIfiterr"
- omps
GrasCa Barns Co•
Hedge 41,Gorden City, Va.
ander= Co.11. Urea Co.S
Jeawanie Co. 11, Madison Centril
11
Able Creak SI, WC.Napier II
Mem Corer& V,Wayne,W.Va
War Co.11,Taylor Co. 11
Leslie Co.7t,awardI
Lea Bryan Station 14, Ashamed
Les.awry Cley Camteriand
latnyette Greene,Co. 17
liardn Co. 14,Boyle Co.7
11111. Albertan 11, Lem Smarm 35

Lou. Bishop David le, Lou. Pis Ridge
Park 0
Lou.St. Xavier60, Lou. Iroquois6
Lou.Seneca X,Lou. Manual 111
Lou. Valley 23, Lou. Moore 7
Lou. Waggoner 3, Lou. DeSides0
Lynn Camp 111, Lone Jack 6
Marion Co. 20, Mitt Central0
Mayfield 14,Heath 7
Meade Co. 14, Breckinridge Co.0
Metcalfe Co.35,Gamallel I
Middlesboro3k Pineville0
Murray X,Calked Co. 12
Reboil Co. 40, Frankfort Weateni
Hello
Newport sis,Simon Kenton 0
Newport Catholic IS. Laurel Co.9
North Hardin 11,Oldham Co.6
Owen Co 12,Trimble Co.6
Paducah Tilghman 35, Warren Central 3
Paintsville 33, Richmond Madison 6
Paris 14, Nicholas Co. 13
Prestonsburg V,Pikeville 14
Reidland 44,Ballard Memorial 14
ROWI/1 Co.$9, West Carter 0
Hussein;Beth7GOT
Scott Co. X,Bourbon Co.0
Shelby Co.5, Lez, Talon Creek 0
Somerset 20, Garrard Coo
Tell City,rdad.,42;°venetian,X
Tompkinsville 19, Allen Co. 12
Trigg Co. 13, Russellville
Virgie 49,Finning-Neon 7
Warren East 42,Butler Ca.6
Wayne Co X,Caverns0
Williamsburg X,Bell Co.0 ,
Woodford Ca.35, Harrison Co.34

Series

- 'reit &Sevin
Game One NekVork S. Lee Angeles
_...).
Friday's Game lm Angeles s, New
York 4 New York Modssenes 1-1
Stbsrdera Game
New York I Rewerhel 441 at us
Ariples(Welched)•
lleMsyliGann
New York at Las Angeles
neree
Tetedi:let/woe
it Neec....ork, fol, if
la.
WednwelarsGime
Lou Angeles al New York, fon, y
noremary
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Murray Win Sets Up District Showdown
The tigeristruck for
three touchdowns in
the second quarter and
sent on to defeat
.Caldwell County 33-12
Friday night, vaulting
Murray High into a
district championship
showdown at
Russelville next week.
The district victory LA Caldwell gives
Murray High its fifth
straight Class A" win
without a loss, and
puts the Tigers over
the .500 mark for the
season at 5-4.
"This is what we've
been working for,"
Head Coach John Nina
said after the game.
"I'm proud of these
guys. It just shows.
their character."
After:a scoreless
first quarter, quarterback David McCuiston
found wide receiver
Tom Schwettmann by
himself in the end zone
twice, and hit him with
touchdown passes of 14
and 20 yards.
Hine said Cladwell's
defensive cornerbacks
were concentrating on
denying Murray short
sideline passes, leaving only the free safety
to cover Schwettmann.
The coaches spotted
the one-man coverage,
Nina said,and then the
wide receiver told
them he could get past
the safetyman.

TO pass But the
Tigers Stephon Reed
cam hack on the ensuing kickoff with an apparent 9.5-yar,I.
return The play was
nullified by a holding
call
However, on first
wri igurobyttioA.the
ball around left end on
a quick veer and
outran thc defensi. to
the goal lme, making
he score 27-6.
Caldwell m anaged
another TD in the Iinal
quarter, hut aside
from twe scoring
drives, the Tigers effective shut them
down throughout the
night.
Miu-ray's.final score
-came from Crawford,
who barreled in from
four yards out. The
ON THE RUN — Quarterback David McCuiston eludes defeirive
Tiger defense topped
linemen in Murray's 33-12 victory over Caldwell County.
off the fourth quartrr
with.interceptions- by
Steve
McDougal and
Schwettmann was
Kicker David with 1:20 to go, and a Mark Boggess.
true to his word as he
Denham, who had run 27-yard field goal was
There will be a
shook the defender for
his consecutive string on target but short.
charger
bus transporone TD, and then was
Following a Tiger
of extra points to 21 on
open by 15 yards on the
the first two time out. the defense
second score.
touchdowns, was just held fast on three
Between Mcwide on his third con- plays and then bolockCuiston's scoring
version. He kicked ed the kick. When
strikes, the Murray
another point in the Caldwell got the ball
defense capitalized on
third quarter following again, Murphy pikce
a bobbled snap and
a 78-yard TD run by doff.a pass and ran it
smothered a Caldwell
Ken Murphy.
back 50 yards to the
punt. Craig Crawford
Murray's defense five. It was brought
caught the ball in the
played a major role in back to the 20 on a
air and took it six
setting up the final two penalty, but on the
yards into the end
scores of the first half. next play McCuiston
zone.
A Tiger drive stalled hit Schwettmann for
six.
Caldwell got some
momentum going in
the thir,l. quartor,
when a lung d:(c
culminated in a 4: jfu

ride the hus
Tevrtva

ttbi %furr a
.-.)3 5202

DEFENSIVE TD - Randy Halley 21) Steve Mclkiugal (34) and
Stephon Reed (7)swarm Craig Crawford after he took a blocked punt in
for a touchdown. Jeff Cartwright (83) is on his wa". over to join in the
celebration.
l'Ipt,s by John Salerno

00 DISCOUNT
$1000
All 1981 VW Diesel Rabbits,

Trucks And Sedans in Stftck
• Thru. Oct. 31
Highest MPG- In America -- 4th Year in A Row

he said. "I play
baseball."
The young lefthander gave a gutsy
demonstration of his
craft, surviving on a
night when he surrended nine hits, including
two home runs, and
seven bases on balls.
He had important help
from Ron Coy, who
clubbed a three-run
homer and made two
key fielding plays at
third base.
It was obvious early
that this would not be a
vintage Valenzuela
game. He walked two
Yankees in the first inning but squirmed out

of trouble by getting
Lou Piniella to bang
intoadoubleplay.

300 Chestnut

"

Mogr" KY. _

Air

Sat., Sun

OPEN DAILY 10-10; SUN.

Tues.

14474_

In the bottom of the
first, Coy supplied the
Mexiciln southpaw
with a quick three-run
cushion. Davey Lopes
opened with a double
and Bill Russell beat
out a bunt for a single
against Yankee
starter Dave Righetti,
also a rookie.

4=111 1111r
The Saving Pace*

MATTEL: LECTPartiCS

It looked like the 22year-old Righetti
might escape when he
got both Dusty Baker
and Steve Garvey with
the runners still anchored.

I

VIS
ION
NtElai
Intelligent Televon

Errors Plague Frosh
Mistakes and "mental errors" plagued the
Calloway County football freshmen in their
8-0 loss to Heath
Thursday.
According to Laker
coach Bill Miller, his
squad controlled the
second half of play but
penalties and several
dropped passes kept
the Lakers from the
end zone.
The game• was
another example of
"the story of our
season — a lack of offensive power," Miller
said.
"The weather hurt
our option game. We
had five fumbles and
lost three," he added.
Despite his team

Cairoll VW 7-

46.

Valenzuela Deals
World Series Magic
LOS ANGELES
(AP) — Like a card
shark working with a
fast shuffle and a deck
full of aces, Fernando
Valenzuela dealt a little magic to breathe
some World Series life
into the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"It was one of the
guttiest performances
for a pitcher without
his stuff that I have
ever seen," Manager
Tommy Lasorda said
with a touch of admiration in his voice
after Valenzuela had
struggled to a 5-4 victory over the New
York Yankees Friday
night.
The victory left the
Dodgers still trailing 21 in the best-of-seven
Series. They sent
right-hander Bob
Welch against New
York's Rick Reuschel
in today's fourth
game, hoping he had
more going for him
than Valenzuela did in
Game Three.
"He was like a poker
player bluffing his way
through a bad -hand,"
Lasorda said of the 20year-old rookie who
ha& become the
Dodgers' meal ticket
this season.
Valenzuela, the
chunky left-hander
from Mexico, just
shrugged at his
manager's description.
"I don't play poker,"

ling Murray fans to the 1,4 at 5.15p In Fru, o.
Russellville garlic The .ifterr are (Nth 211
bus will leave from the left on the thiN
Murray Huth Parking earh emit

falling to 2-5, Miller
was optimistic.
"We're a different
club than we were the
first of the season."
Miller added he felt
the team possibly
could defeat some of
the teams it lost to early in the season.
Heath, 6-I,_ was ths
"best team we've
played all year,"
Miller said, Heath's
score, set up by a
Laker fumble -ow the
Calloway 28, came at
the end of the first
quarter on a series of
sweeps.
Calloway will wind
up its season at 6:30
p.m. Thursday when it
hosts Henry County,
Tenn.

TV r1c;1

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS
If you are contractor interested in doing
rehabilitation work and would like to be placed
on our bid list, contact Frank Mosko çt 502-2362553 or write City of Hickman Community
Development, P. 0. Box 230, Hickman, Ky.
42050.
Contractors Wit( L requfred to ha4 the
!'

• V ersaktc molez-Nebristaormrit
...-..r.-Exchssivis overlay syuterri to; - - ease in making game decisions
• Special input keys select the.
game functions and maneuvers
• Side-mounted action buttons
for right; or left-hand use

•

1. Work References
2. Credit References
3. Liability Insurance
4 Workmen's Compensation Insurance

THE RAVING

AVAILABLE

cbt_Ar—E-

'
disc naneU• ireri
• Object Control
•
• ta4curuWy.494 ditfiLant
rections for life-like realism
• Super-action games" Football,
baseball, poker and blackjack,
armor battle, backgammon,more!
• iloth challenging crd exciting
•

ill)U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray,Ky.
•Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfiekl, Ky.

11.t.11/ IRV MI

114.t.II•A I IME.S.,uoirdmv,th-14,16,,.r 24,1.41

tl .

Making six hearts with
todays cards was not an
easy task for many who
played- at the -Sacramento
Regional Tournament last
summer. It was reasonable
to go along with the odds
revealed by the bidding: it
was even more reasonable
to go after a sure thing.
All South players played
in some number of hearts
after East preempted heavily in his eight card suit_ Few
were successful in making
12 tricks.
Typical play went diamond queen to East's king
and a diamond return ruffed
high by declarer. Three
rounds of trumps came next
followed by the queen of
clubs and ace of clubs. Now
the hand runs into problems.
Had clubs split no worse
than 4-2, one spade discard
was available on a high club
and another on dummy's

spade queen with West and
the result was only 11 tricks
made. When Bob Formaini
of San Francisco played in
six hearts, the 5-1 club
break didn't stop him. He
cashed dummy's club king
and ruffed a club and then
cashed his last trump. West
had to hold the high club and
therefore could hold only
two spades. Dummy's club
was discarded and now it
was East's turn. East had to
hold the high diamond to
guard against dummy's 10
and also had to blank to two
spades. Now the ace and
king of spades eliminated
any need to finesse and
Bob's last remaining spade
took the twelfth trick.

Bid with Corn
South holds: 10-24-81-B
•A J
South North
•Q 10 3
I+
1416
•10 8 5
1 NT
2*
•A K 8 7 6
ANSWER: Three

spades.
Worth an extra push in a try
to reach a reasonable game.
_
•
Send bridge questions to The. Aces,
PO Box t2363, Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-acktressed. stamped envelope
for reply
•

•10 8 5
•A K 7 ti

3 Seed coating
4 Shouted
5 Again
6 Cabin of yore
7 Manufactured
8 Abate
9 Toward
shelter
10 Row
11 Male deer
19"- a clear
day..."
21 Love god
23 Man's name
24 Former
French coin
25 Metal
fastener
26 Cloth
measure
27 Tranquilizer
28 Scottish river
29 Sea eagle
30 24-hours
32 Brother
2

1

TENOR

35 Bald birds
36 Distend
38 Proceed
39 Smalt
children
40 Opera
highlight
41 Inclined
5

)
5YeAls,TRiC
Hai' 344

THE DOCTOR
IS

roadway
42 Changed
Color of
43 Italian coin
44 Hebrew
month
45 Knocks
48 Wine, in Paris

7

9

UUU
UUU

14

15

16

17

19

2O21UUUU
23

22
27

24 kW
MI5

UUU 28

32U515

34
WI
37

UUU

U$50

YOU
SAY I'M
HOPELESS

• 30

33

US
6555

38
43 44 45

42US
49
47485
51
54

53

10 11

8

13

46UUU
DOWN
1 British baby
carriage
2 Path

6

TAPES

12

111 40 41

The Murray Independent School
District has received
written approval of
the district's EHA,
Part B Application for
Funds. Funds
authorized under
EHA, Part B are for
providing services to
children not already
receiving needed services and the identification, location and
evaluation of handicapped children.
Funds are also uted
for providing educational programs to
newly identified handicapped children.
All procedural
safeguards for handicapped children and
their parents in decisions regarding educational programs and
confidentiality of files
of those children identified as handicapPed
will .continue to be instituted a spokesman
said.
The approved application will be on file
in the Office of the
Superintendent of the
Murray Independent
School District for any
interested persons.

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

4

3

Approval
Received

I

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Broadway
offering
5 High
mountain
8 Strip of wood
12 Unusual
13 Neither's
companion
14 Lamb's pen
name
15 Dye plant
16 Conceit
17 Prophet
18 Ripen
20 Gobi, e.g.
22 Printer's
rfleaStire
23 Unadulterated
24 Went swiftly
27 Supported
31 Lubricate
32 Apportions
33 Time period
34 Kind of
gasoline
36 Gainsay
37 Winglike
38 PFC '
39 Goal
42 Bermuda
money
46 Spoken
47 Climbing
plant
49 Verdi opera
50 Clock
51 Contend
52 Snare
53 Weakens
54 Goal
55 "I'm all -"

UUU
UUU
55
UUU

52

WOULD IT BOTHER
YOU IF I ASKED FOR

I L E GAL NOTICE

East
South West
Nt4111
40
OF
Pass
6 ,
PaSs
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Diamx
queen

" 10-2411-A

NORTH
•A J
Q 10 3

MIER

EAST
WKST
•Q 5 3
•91176
IP 7
111 9 4 2
•AK.197 12
•Q
*5
•.1 10 9 4 2
SOUTH
•K 1042
•A•11(J 865 •4
•Q 3
Vulnerable- Both. 4,11er
East The bidding

fifth club. With the 5-1 club
break, this was now impossible
Remembering East's
massive preempt, most
declarers played for the

-The hest way to better
our lot is to do a lot better
Arnold Glaso W.

NOT AT ALL

ONLY THE
NE WSPAPER

NOT GOOD

Reliable babysitter will
baby sit for infants to two
years, day or night. Have
references. Phone 753
8600.

FOR •
SALE

WHAT TIME DID`ADU
GET IT
,
CHANGED TO

BETWEEN 12 ANO G

CLAYTONS
eigaiika

Shopping working
mothers. Daycare Saturdays - weekday afternoons and evenings. Preschool children - toddlers.
753 6988.

Guild guitar GS-35 Blorida Box fine grain sound
board and case $350.011. Call 767-4254.
SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano.

Can be seen locally.
Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, Carlyle, Illinois

Established business for
sale. Excellent location.
For further information
call 753-8738

SPECIAL
14

16" 14 Rif Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 18" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.85 Now $3.85.
GOLD & SILVER
PAWNSHOP
Olrlieic Plaza

62231.

23 EXTERMINATING
WANT TO.
B y

Want to buy standing
timber cash or percentage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.

MURDER

Want to buy good used
two row corn drill. Call
492-8696 after 5 p.m.

Kelley's Termit
L Pest Control
Plma• 7S3 1514

1976-1978 Chevy one ton
truck long wheel base,
dual wheel, 4-speed with
or without bed. Call 435
4294.

753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.w. Duly, 1 p.o..6 p.c. Sunday.

24. MISCELLANEOUS
Wood burning stove with
2 years
1
jacket. 2/

fan and
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE ,old.
345-2135.

STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32x 42", 515.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.

Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

,
Firewood
Order now and burn'
seasoned wood this winter,
436 2758.

Tiny Tot packages are d
ovalloble for babies and
• COLLECTOR'S PRINT
children
Maynard Reece Dark
• Carter Studio " Sky Mallards (1976) 85753-8298 U. 950 numbered and signed
1300 Main
' mint condition. Half price
of current market value
759-9457.

1

M & G Complete Glass
Co. has added a new line
of work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling. We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and windo
glass. Cut mirrors and
glass table tops. Do picturfairaming. 753-0180.

MAYBE SARGE

TRY
BEFORli
YOU
BUX
So your child
wants to take
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!. Rent applies to purchase

Will remove dead or un
wanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
before 2:30. 753 5484.

WNIU 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.

WILL LEND US THE
$5 TO GO TO TNE
DANCE

22 MUSICAL

Would like job house
cleaning. Honest, depen
dable, have references
759-1255.

AT ANYTHING

BUT STEALING BONES FROM
)
OTHER DOGS

135 Massey Ferguson
tractor set 3 12" triple
bottom plows, one row
cultivator, grader blade
and bush hog. Excellent
condition, one owner..436
2377.

I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

Bible Call
"Monotony"
7 5 9 - 4 4 4 4;
Children's Bible
Story - 759-4445.

D

Front end loader. 753
5561.

SITUATION W
441
.
t2
.

Olympic Plaza
Open a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

(OU'RE HOPELESS!

Model 72 pull type AC
Combine excellent condi
tion. Super M Farmalt
with or without two row
New Idea Corn picker
753 9702 after 6 p.m.

Saleslady cosmetic
department at Bright's
Murray. Applicants will
be interviewed on Tuesday, Oct. 27 between 10:00
a.m.-12:00 p.m. and 2:00
p.m.-4:00 p.m. at the
store.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

78 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Sole.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

315 " International Corn bine with bean and corn'
header Good condition,
492 8,613.

energetic
Salesperson
person for generic drugs
sales in Missouri and
Arkansas. Salary plus car
for six months and then
commission. No ex
perience required. Action
Personnel 753 6532.

1972 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, new tires.
S495.00

ONLY THE NEWSPAPER gives You
such good hunting You can always
bag the facts you want when you
read the newspaper

s..70(10 disk black% in %tot k
Do not buy (11,,tebladt,,, un
til you qt./ our pric(• All
guages and sae; shn%on
Tractor Co 7.534892,

BS in ac
Accountant
counting plus two years
experience. Relocated ex
penses paid. Salary $16
$18,000 plus benefits. Ac
tion Personnel 753 6532.

2. NOTICE

_
774E Clocrog
$5

HE'S

Receptionist full time
position' with -ster vire
oriented local business.
Send resume, salary re
quirement and recent
phgto to P.0 Box 1040A_

Legallslatice
On January 12, 1981, Jackson Purchase Broadcasting Company,
licensee of broadcast station WSJF,
filed with the federal Communications Commission in Washington an
application for authority to operate
during night time hours with 250
watts of power, on the frequency of
1130 Khz, using four towers 217 feet
tall, located on the east side of the
L&N Railroad, 0.35 miles north of
Ky. Highway 894 in the Clarks River
Bottom area. The four a.m. broadcast directional antenna towers are
also located 6.5 miles southeast of
the Murray-Calloway. County Airport. Daytime operation of the
licensee will remain the same with
1,000 watts of power, with transmitter, studio, and tower located at 1500
Diuguid Road. The night time operation will be by remote control, on the
frequency of 1130 Khz. The principals in Jackson Purchase Broadcasting company are Joe M. Parker
and Sammy J. Parker of Murray.
A copy of the application and
related material is on file for public
inspection at WSJP studios in Murray, Kentucky.

A SECOND OPINION?

'At del/

6 HELP WANTED

Vinyl "Wallpaper Close
Out" Prepasted Values to
$13.99 single roll - 2000
rolls, $1.99 single roll
while it lasts Sherwin
Williams Co.

6 HE LP WANTED
$350.00 weekly stuffing
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box G84, Wakefield,
Mass. 01880.

Wood for sale $25.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4892231.
111 1
.
111111111111111

HOME FURNISHINGS
Broyhill sofa $300.00 and
chester drawer $90.00 one
year old. Call 759-1831.

FREE
G FT
WRAP

GE Washer, gas range,
apartment size with tank,
vacuum cleaner,
canister, living room
chairs, one green, one
gold, two fireplace sets.
Call 436-2336 after 6 p.m

with purchase

Coast to Coast
Central Shopping Center
753-8604

Frigerdaire drop-in range
avocado. 753-7637 or 7594588.

4/1
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,'
19. FARM EQUIPMENT triple wall pipe, 6" x 30'`,7
_
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99;
Hydrolic oil for all trac
installation kit, 6",$29.99i
tos. Some new and used
8", 542.99. Wallin
parts for Fords and other 'Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
tractors. Plow points
hew three stack Raywallall plows. Manifolds for
240-4000 electric heater.
Ford, Massey Ferguson
S45.00, Hendry bird cage
and AC tractos. Vinson
with stand.$25.00 Call 753-Tractor Co. 753-4892.
4519.
Goodyear, Firestone, BF
1980 Pontiac LeMans V-6,
Goodrich and others.
power steering, power
Tractor and farm tires on
brakes, air, rear window
farm tire service. Snappy
defroster, approximately
service. Vinson Tractor
33,000 miles. Also old pie
Co. 753 4892.
safe with metal doors
dated 1888. Call 753-7310.
Best prices on three point
seeders, also truck tool
Knuckle Boom log loader.
boxes. Vinson Tractor.
Disc powered. Will trade,
753 4892.
will finante focally. Need
lumber. 7591739.

12. NOTICE

THERE GOOR00.1.
YOU WERE SO
WORRIED. HEPZE
IS YOUR MAN',
A4R.W4LKER-*,,,

94,

OP 7HE GHOST WHO WALKS.

• LQOK ,ON
HIS JAW!THE
SKULL MARK,.
SAME AS
MINE!

THE MARK
OP THE
PHANTOM!
HE'S HERE!

(Cd/OkE•„,
5PUTTER:..)

NOTICE ,
In the interest and welfare of our custorneri, crews

of the Murray Water System will conduct -eur-vperiodic maintenance inspections and 'flushing of
fire hydrants Saturday evening, October 24, 1981.
The flushing will begin around 9:00 p.m. Saturday
evening, and will be completediby 3:00 a.m., Sunday,October 25, 1901.
If there is any discoloration.in your water Sunday,
please flush thoroughly as this will clear up the
water in a very short period of time. We suggest that
washing of clothing-be postponed during the.above
hours and apologize for any other inconveniences
caused. This is a routine procedure that must be exercised.
!MURRAY WATER SYSTEM

•

Vacuum. cleaners Kirby,,
Electrokix, Filter Queen,.
Rainbow with all - at:
taChmenTs, air -gtiOd as
new- .13-29.00,. Call. PalTiS
901-642-743.
Mobile home 10 x 50 needs
paint for -sale or trade.
Refrigerator frost free
2 years old $100.00 or
1
3/
trade. Sears Kenmore
electric stove +weds
burner $60.00 or trade.
1950 Chevrolet truck
great condition sale or
trade. Three galvanized
steel chic kerienetts makes
18 nests for sale'or trade.
436 7506.

$.IIM.I It it I till • •.iiiiri1.1%

k1.1.11 I Ill ‘11 lilt 1 . k%

k h,li. r 21 NM

I 24

MISCELLANEOUS

KERO SUN heatersMoonlighter, $154.99...
R adiant 8, $162.997
Radiant 10, $709.99;
Radiant 36, $217 99;
()mini 85, $248.99;
Director, 5254.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
. •
'
WOOD' HEATERS,.
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron
grates, and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn,

27 MOBILE
HOMES SAL ES
1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom fur
fished. Gas, central air
and heat. Excellent condition. Call 753 3142 and
after 5p.m,call 753 885.4.

Firewood $25.00 a rick
delivered. Call 436-2744.
_tot
Frigidaire "Jet Dry"
washer and dryer matched set, beautiful 24" color
console t.v., two Goodrich
tires P 195 75R-14. Call
7534143 9-9. Must sell
need the space!

I

GEORGE'S MIE
STOP MARKT

Your Fall Minnow
Heodquarters - Open 6
o.m. to 8 p.m. Gos,
grocerys and sandwithes. Located on Pottertown Road near
Wildcat Creek.

Ponderosa fireplace insert $495.00. Large desk
with matching chair
$295.00. Price firm 7531698.

Band pants for Murray
Middle School Band size
14 like new. 753-5561.
1973 Pinto good condition
also dinnette S-Ft,
showcase. Call 759-4620.

Willie's
Antique
and Gift
Shop

Trailer for sale partially
furnished. 437 4125.

HOUSES FOR RENT

436-2128
Wheat straw 75 cents call
after 5 p.m. 489-2387 or
489-2298.
Chainsaw 753-8649.

Four bedroom house fur
nished one bath, Irving.,
room, dining room, kit
chen. gas heat. S. 14t81 St.
Call 7531250 alter 4 p.m

REAL ESTATE

1A0
2
464
753-1222

6.1

- Five room house for rent
Call 474 8086.

Two bedroom apartment
unfurnished also one
bedroom apartment fully
furnished. Call 753-8730
before 5 p.m. after 7536965.

Executive desk and chair,
office couch and two
swivel chairs all in good
condition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-9927.

Apts, for rent extra nice
unfurnished two bedroom
carpeted, central heat
and air, separate utility
room. Lease and deposit
required, references required. No pets, no college students. Available
Nov. 1, 7591750.

Firewood $25.00 rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 436-2744.
Firewood for sale 753-3523
or 753-0281.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel; nd Center. 7599633.
Rampar 400 R-10 dirt
bike. All Pro 10 speed.
753-8811.
Custom made leather
Rickets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
•
<.••••••

- 26 TV RADIO
REPOSSESSED
25" COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

Furnished one bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 436-2844.
Furnished one bedroom
apartmnt near downtown
Murray,. 753-4109, 4362844.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
1175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Two bedroom apartment
for rent, range, _oveos
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
7532622 or 753-3865.
Nice two bedroom
townhouse apartment.
Carpeted, central heat
and air, range,
refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, washer
dryer hook-up. 753-7559 or
753-7550.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
CAR STEREO PiOneer, Kenwood,
Marantz, Mitsubishi,
Sanyo, Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center, Chestnut
St. 753-0113.

27. MOBILE HOMES SALES

40 KIP IdIM Platt mac trorn
town on 94 East six tenths of
d m,le biacitcoded73 icrei.
tendatile II timber For more
information call Potion 0.
bur mon Rear rstak: 7 1. Susy We415r
itenevae!les n3fa/
-

Secluded farm stead 60
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco base
Tobacco barn to ac
commodate 3600 sticks, 8
stall stock barns, sulPher
springs and good well
Large well • constructed
older farm house Just
right to be remodeled into
a beautiful home. Large
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on se
cond floor. Two
fireplaces, plus electric
heat Large kitchen, flx 20
sun room. All this tor only
Cit44 SPeftlY
Realty Assoc. for details
753 7724.

Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 7519208 after
4 p.m.

34 HOUSES FOR RENT

12x65 1973 mobile home
three bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra-nice. Call
759-1987.

House for rent Taylor
Store community. Call
753-8375 between 5 p.m.
and 6 p.m.

FOR RENT
Late model 12 x 56 sharp.
200 amp code pole, two
concrete Steps, washer,
two bedrooms, one bath,
two air conditioners, tie
down straps, completely
furnished, with :Iv. and
antenna. This is a nice
_complete home- $uca.to
firrrf--Clini Colson 7531682.
10x45

Detroiter mobile
home good condition, fur
nished except bedroom.
$1950.00. 753-6971
1971 Holly Park 12)05
with pullout, gas heat and
central au' S8,4300.00. Call
after 6 p '71 1539702

3 BR, 2 baths, 2 miles
out.
Very nice garage
apt. with stove &
refrigerator furnished.
-101(57 Mobile Home,
furnished.S120,00 per

-niontE:
12 x 60 Mobile Home,
,furnished.
2 BR, includes
washer &dryer.

Two family yard sale
Sat., Oct. 24, 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
2104 Edinbough,
Gatesborough Subd. Toys
in good condition,
childrens clothing, good
junk, variety of furniture
and couches.
Moving Sale lots of items,
dishes, tools, everything
must be sold, some oak
furniture, depression
glass, beautiful hand
made hanging tables
below cost. New crop
sorghum $5.00 gal. or 6
gal. case $24.00. Onyx
stone chest sets, Store
full. Get the sorghum
while it lasts. Open Fri.,
Sat., and Sun. 8-6.
Located at old fruit
market on 94 East of Murray near Ken Lake.

•

r.4
i,!t
P*01111ITY MAPIALIMIP4

LAKE HOME
Dreamed of a
home on the lake,
but thought you
couldn't afford it?
Well, now you can.
This like new, 4
BR.,2 bath,2 story
home can easily be
yours because it
has two complete
separate
housekeeping apts.
whereas you can
live in one and rent
the othewr. This
home is located only a few steps from
the water edge of
Ky. Lake on a tree
shaded lot in
beautiful
Panorama Shores.
Offered in the 40's
thru Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
St.

43. REAL ESTATE
Lake Property
We would like to show you
homes you can afford.
Completely remodeled
retreat winterized only
515,900.00.
Brand new well built
modern home with lots of
extras $27,500.00.
.MObil_e_ home at
Shamrock Resort
$11,900.00,
Larger home with dock
permit $27,800.00.
1150 sq. ft. home with 8
,
lots $18,800.00.
We have what you've
been looking for and can
afford in today's market.
Call us today Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes. . you can!
There are alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, ond in many
cases they are more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decade. As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rotes increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate tronsactions involve one or
more alternative-fan:rocing methods. .me
thods that are
`411t* to - both the
buyer and seller of property. . . methods
available to you.

1474 Grand Priirxc enent
COndlitak C401 P69 UMW

Painting dew A,
Small Jobs E. Ape/
riaasuriaco..
ro,„
Tait now for t'
!stations 753 140:1

Sell or trade 1975
Plymouth Fury four door
1301 Chestnut St 753 3134

Need work on yOur trees/
laggang. DrUnitta.. Sba0
ing. ccimptele removal
and more Call gOvE
'TREE SERVICE,for pro
fessionai tree ,.are 751
11536

1979 -Toyota 4 speed AAA
FM 26.00. Excellent con
dition 40 mpg Call after
510 753 3.419 •
1979 Mark V Lincoln
22.500 miles every option,
including moon roof, and
custom wire wheels By
owner call 753 7174 after 6

1977 Olds Delta
door. locally owned

HIME
. insulation
RE PA i R
.•stiondow and door under
pinning, tie down.
COOISedi, patio and porch
Free estimates. NO JOB
2I TO SMALL 75369T3 •
GENERAL HOME
IS years ex
REPAIR
perience Carpentry, con
crefe. plumbing, roofing
sliding NO JOB TO
SMALL Free estimates
Days 474 7359. nights 474
2276

PlIRODIRS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC CADILLAC
1406 W

751 5315

Appliance Service Givis
us a call we repairem all
Dryers, washers,
refrigerators, stoves and freezers. 759 l372-

1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Broughm diesel 17,000
miles: Absolutely like
new. 435 4579.
--------

_

Home for sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
50 USED TRUCKS
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living -area. Fully
1981 Chevrolet pickup
carpeted. Phone Paducah
Call 753 6087 after SP m
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5541975 Chevrolet Cheyenne
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
truck 350 motor, power
Must sell house in Canter
steering and brakes. Call
bury. -Priced to sell call
753-7314.
753 0738.
1977 Chevette
too
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,'
built in appliances. Must truck. Call 753 3615.
sell. 530,000. Call 489-2670.
Pick up truck bed 1977
Ford $20000 also 1972 bed
$125.00. Not rusty.
75913.

OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Economic family
living in this
wooden contemporary home and
11
/
2 acres located
in a lovely setting
at the edge of Murray. Many unique
unusual features
including 40x12
Redwood deck,
40x12 concrete
patio, fireplaces in
living room and
family room, pella
thermopane windows, and much
much more. Price
just reduced. $70's.
Phone 753-1222,
OKopperud Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple Listin GG Sey-

825,500 will buy you
over 1,200 sq ft. of liv
ing space. 3 improved
lots, 50 x 145, well in
suloted 2 bedroom
frame home Enjoy
country living with only
a 20 minute drive south
of Murray ond 5
minutes to- the lake.
Coll owner after 5:00
p.m. 436-5849

Boy's Carpenter Shop'
Custom cabinets, wood
working,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars If its wood work
ingcall/S3 4124

1981 Tri-moto for more information call 753 5421,

For sale 1970 Ford pickup
$70000. Power and air.
Call 437 43,94

1981 Yamaha MX 100 ;Is°
DT-125 excellent condi
tion S450.00. Call 753 6382.

51 CAMPERS
20 ft_ camper with air,
tandon wheels 52150.00.
Call 753-8432 after 5 p.m
1976 GMC Midas motor
home 22 ft. long, excellent
condition. Sleeps six,
$9000.00. Call 247 4170
oflert ton m

Yamaha 125 3-wheeler
Call 753-6087 after 5 p.m.
1978 Yamaha YZ80 excellent shape 5375.00. 753
3648 after 6 p.m.

49. USED CARS
1972 Dodge Challenger
two door hard-top. 1969
Polara Dodge four door
hard-top. 753-8649.

Par
man
Inewrance &
Real Estate
SoetlesIsli Coati S.
Aterray, K'stack y
733-4451
45 FARMS FOR SAL
Cattle Farms - 53 acres,
35 acres in permanent
pasture. Good well, pole
barn and ponds including
21 head of cattle
$45,000.00. 109 acres,. 70
acres in permanent,
pasture, 60 head of tattle
$100,000.00. Both on
Cherry Corner Road 753
3625.

LORETTA JOSS, REALTORS
'20C Sycipnore
41

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum trim
for brick houses Jack'
Glover 753 1873
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning Vacuum lean
ed from your drivewa-y
idridustriat. residential. or
cOmmer(ial, 24 hour
vice Call 753 5933
K 8 K Stump Removal
Do you need stumps
removed from your yot
r land cleared of
Stumps? We (an rr.rnow
stumps up to 24" below
the ground, leaving Of11,,
sawdust and chips call
for free estimate, Rob
Kemp 435 43-43 or Rob
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
Automobile machanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline engined
trucks All work done
guaranteed. Call 437 4546

SERVICES OFFER E p

FOR SALE
1973 Toyota Mark
1 1 Wagon
Chevrolet Stretch
Van Pickup bed
trailer with
fiberglass cover.
Trail sea
troilorable house
boat. 12 ft.
fiberglass boot. Tit
ft. Ouachita with
16 HP Johnson and
trailer. 1981 AMC
Spirit, running gear
100 percent ok.
Body damaged,
best offer. Must
sell. Saturday Oct.
24. Coll 436-214.6
for directions.
1971 Cadillac four door,
40,000 actual miles, like
new. 753-7523.
1971 Monte Carlo good
condition. Call will sell
cheap 759-94,49 after 6
p.m.

1979 Chevette Scooter
$3950 .00 . AM° FM
cassette, 21,000 miles, ex
cellent condition
Transferring overseas.
Call 436-2131.

Quilting - quilts or bed
spreads. Call 753 6557
after 5:30 p.m.
Custom horse shoeing.
Experienced in all types
of shoeing. Plain, Correc
five, padding, toe
weights, etc. Call 7b7-21141
or 753 6882

Leaf Removal - Let T &
D Landscaping & Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task
quickly and efficiently.
Free estimates 759 1913
Floor Sanding
finishing. 354 6127

Pr efi.0 .3 1
paper tianqing
farm blirldiv_
sales
C 0. riv
r
r
I 3' (
'ri
Carr.% 759 IV!'
-AAA CUSTOM
CABINETS I
mu..,r
Wea',Orl.it,Ic AAA .'

MADE
,.
•

Johnson's Electric Corn
crier( gal and residerzhal
wiring. gas Installed .1n0
repairing 751 7203
#
(
reti
'
it ,4 •.,c rYI t
brick
, VeWt)

storrn
i..perienk-t•
3

and. t#
54/6

&

GUffer,nu by %-iiar
cOrt1.rtirer1ed per your sue( if .1
iOnS Call Sears 751- 2.11(i
for free estim.aff'
.
MO-111-1_
ANCHORS Underpinning,
roars Seati.d, patio awn
wigs, and house type roofs
for mobile homes 753
1873 Jack Glover
Carpet (leaning Cii-ari
arpe1 la‘,1
odor iri.e
winger and smelis bef!er
I or free estimati-, r 611
Jeft s Carp4,1 (leaning
4.4: one
753 9826 F xoer
rc!table
For you
- r lime hauling,ang_
lime spreading white
rock, - gravel, sand, coal
hauling call 753 4545 or
see Podger Huncon
located 10 miles east on
Hwy 94
(Sill Electric. answer skr
vice calls on. plumbing'
and electric 153 9104,
after TOO 435 4342
J&H General -Contractor
roofing, painting, hauling
arid etc 15 years ex
perience Phone night or
day 474 8008 or 474 8092

Antiques-Collectables, Etc.
Fri.8 Sat. Oct. 30 8, 31.
10 a.m. each day
308 West 7th St.
Metropolis, IL.

ROOFING
owit-Uy &Sinatits

ReferlInt94. All Perk.
teed. free
9
Estiebents Call 759.11159
et 753-6511 .
Dill Electric answer service calls on plumbing
and electric 753 9104,
after 5:00435 4234.

Toy Lee
Bornett

I, the auctioneer, hove protxibly Seen less orthis
offering thon any before The glass ond chino is Ir.
35 pockers cartons and siricr space would not per
mit emptying all, I have see the first layer of each
box, so hard telling what else will appeo- Theme (Ire
'
10 (colons rt dolls (lot new -some old) Vir.totioi,
bOVICCY,p
oval walnut murt.,1•:. tor) ,.)!
secretory, rounded gloss (Anna cabinet, 4 se,':'
bookcase, 45 on walnut whatnot. sm,F1 ook stand
table.igict 001. (GA., rred WOOd from.- cow- h ond
choir, bamboo stand, music cabinet, trunks, 3 pc
mahogany bedroom suite, lots pink 8. green depres
,itiovdi
t v1,,ertliasm
c
a:nesn
Ps.e,O7
n ,s.m:
la
ritgesly
o d(dstE
ing
Gefroon
oofrne
oal,
nd
saivoon
pressed, cobalt, ruby, milk, salts and people's.
Japanese chino, figprines roster bottle from.. sterl
ing glass cOVers, etc Bulk of furniture and dolls will
sell Saturday Garland McAfee, Metropnlis
Auctioneer, Box 5, Anna.
Manager Lloyd
IL 618 633 5411 -

Grovel, Sand,
Fredonio Lime and
irt 753-4776

ICD°al,

N

Roy's Carpepter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working,furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars. If its wood work
ing call 753-4124.

1

WALLIS DRUG
•PRISCRIPTIONS +FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
RENT AND SAlf
loll ADING WANDS OF(OSMI TICS
•HOlLIST IR OSTOMY PROM(TS
tree Deemer, on P11.4 ripiere.• so 4 4x 1.1,14'.

4410SPITAt surrtris FOR

P8 D Lawn Service Mow
ing, sma tree and hedge
trimming
Free
Estimates. 436 2997.

Located On Highway 121 North at
Stella.'

Amowicin New
Store bin:
Tlirsday, Friday al
9t115'

•1111041..

1111

COMPLETE INVENTORY OF BUCK STOVES ANb
RELATED PRODUCTS. Lowest prices in State of
Kentucky SAVE 50 0. to 80°. ON THIS YEARS
HEATING BILLS.
Contact: Calloway County Agent: Steve
Combs 753-4718 offer 4:00 p.m. or may be
seen at BUCK Stoves on Cadiz Hwy. 68. (Next
to Red Ace).Cadiz, Kentucky.
Coll Cadiz 1'522.6$91

1
•

-.•

I',1./

Auction

Aluminum Service Co
aluminum ad vinyl
siding, custbm trirti
wort( References. call
W4I 'Ed- 8ar1ey30689

Sue's Discount
Jeans

AVAILABLE

c. •
/11,0'

APPLIA-NCF SERVICE .
K t. N- -AA- 0- -R- f
wHIP 1P0oL.
WI s 1 ING t4011 SE 20 .
All your plumbing and air
years experience, Bobby
conditioning needs Also
Hopper Bob's Appliance do carpentry, _painting,
Service 703 S 5th St 753
roofing and concrete. All
OW or 153 89%
_ .
work done to satisfaction.
fnstrtertron
brown in by
1539829.
Sears Save on thew: high
80 GMC Van conversion ' heating aid coU/ing bihs
Fully' 'customized with • Call Sears. 753 2310 for
refrigerator: sink, stereo,
free estimate
couch (converts onto
bed), rally wheels
spnait
41`W
custom paint and cap
t),
(J
tains chairs 13,000 milrs
, 1,
•• ‘,
',".
Reply to 753 5014.
(

1966 Dodge school bus cab
and chasis no bed no
motor $100.00 Call after 6
p.m. 753 9702.
1973 internationatt farm
truck 14 ft flat bed price
$2850.(
.111. Call 751-8061

F
Cali

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill Saws_
Call 753-4656 •

190 Ford school bus cab
and chasis, 26' wood bed.
Does run $350.00. CAR 753-9702 after 6 p.m.

1975 350 Honda
combination road and
trail bike. Excellent
condition. Call 4172744.

W• spec warse in
newer twit Mastic
Wells. Install water
lines and water
sAIPPS, Itiet4•S
ROYSTER
MCALPIN
WELL DRILLING
901-364-3476

7

1978 Ford -F150 power
steering and brakes, air
conditioning, 42,000 ac
tual miles $3000.00 firm.
759 4636. Only interested
persons call.

477.77-="tr

WELL
DRILLING

SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18 r 74'
evadable Sp so a rue
delivered tail Whir.
Boyer at 753 8536

1971 Ford Mavrick six
cylinder automatic
5450.00 Can atter 4 p m
474 2381

1969 Chevy Malibu dependable $250.00. 753-6973.

21

753-11119

Cu.,torn coentxmanp
hbgq-inia
Ph,
DAV.CI Madding 3.45 2$6,'

bush

Two bedroom house leo
blocks from court square.
Gas heat, washer dryer
connections. 362 8063._
Very nice very liveable
new three bedroom house
waiting for the right fimi
ly Call today 753 3903
You can afford this house
House for sale or rent
753 0412

I

i

194 Audi Fox 1S9 45418 or
153 7631

46 HOMES FOR SALE

•

kviCESOF E

FOR
SALE

Newly redecorated one . Garage Sale Oct. 24-31
bedroom apartment furNew Concord onto 444 to
nished or unfurnished.
Blood River Church and
Near hospital and
turn left at second sign
downtown. Call 759-4756.
and its house at bottom of
hill.
Two bedroom apartment
close to hospital. Deposit
Three party yard sale
required. No pets. 753Sat., Oct. 24 North 16th
7809.
Ext. first house south of
Utterback Rd.
Two bedroom duplex in
Carport Sale Sat., Oct. 24
county on private road.
8:30-5. Children and adult
$150.00, deposit call 753clothes, toys, household
8848 before 8 p.m.
items, miscellaneous.
One furnished bedroom
Corner of Lynn Grove
basement apartment for
highway and Wks Counrent. $125.00 all utilities
try Club Road.
paid. 733-8294.

Electric typewriter, electric cook stove,
refrigerator, baby bed,
table and six chairs, 7539138 days, 753-5292 even
Mgs.

49 U FT)CARc

IS FARMS FOR \

Two bedroom brick eight
miles southeast of Mur
ray. Married couples on
ly. References and
deposit. 492 8594.

SPECIAL SALE - Marble chips 50 lb. bag $1.99,
spaghnum peat moss 4 Cu.
ft. bale $7.69, peat moss,
top soil 40 lb. bag $1.49,
one-third off on all trees
One bedroom furnished
and shrubs in stock.
apartment next to
COAST TO COAST Shoop ,fairgrounds on 121 North
tng Center.
753-3139 or 753-3344.

-

43

STATELY
OLDER
12x64 three bedroom
RESIDENCE
bath newly carpeted, par2 Story brick
tially furnished. $4500.00
Call after 5 p.m. 753 4469.
residence on large
(
wooded main
Two bedrooms with cenTwo houses near
Upstairs
lot.
street
tral heat, new furniture
university. $10000
and carpet. Near univerconsists of 2 large
deposit, $108.00 per month
sity. Shady Oaks Mobile
rent. Call 753 6114 after 6
modern apartHome Court 753 5209.
pm
•
ments and 1st floor
Trailer for rent. See
Two bedroom cottage, liv
is main residence.
Brandon. Dill at Dill Tr.
ing room, kitchen, full
New central gas
Pk. No phone calls please.
bath Located at Paris
system,
heating
Landing on the Coast
Mobile home for rent and
new 25 year roof,
Guard Road. $125.00 a
lots. Riviera Courts office
and home has been
month plus utilities.
hours 8 5 753 3280.
Deposit require
restored to an excellent state of
For rent: nice two 5353bedroom trailer, near
repair. Very at38 PETS SUPPLIES
Murray. No pets! 489
r a c ti v e
t
2611.
assumable loan is
AKC Registered dober
available. Phone
BUSINESS RENTALS man puppies. Two year
old female doberman.
753-1222, Kopperud
753 7637 or 759-4588.
Realty.
Mial
Now taking deposits for
PRICE
AKC Registered 'Labor
Warehouse
REDUCED $10,000
• dor Retreiver pups, solid
4000 square feet inStorage Space
- 'black. Call 753 8918 dur
sulated metal
ing business hours
Fee Neat
building On P2
753-47311
Six month old Black
acres, located on
Great Dane, full
busy highway 4
pedigree, cropped ears,
32. APTS. FOR RENT
miles
from Murfully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753 9101, 753ray. Priced below
Furnished efficiency
6527.
replacement cost
apartment one block from
MSU $100.00 per month
$50's. Railroad acAKC cocker spaniel pups
call 759-4538.
7 weeks old shots and
cess in back of prowormed 753 3015
eperty. Additional
Furnished apartments,
adjoining 2 acres
efficiency, one or two
40 PRODUCE
bedroom. Zimmerman
are available.
Apts. S. 16th, 753-6609.
Sweet potatoes 1,2 mite off
Price reduced.
94 at Pilot Oak - Ky. . $10,000 to upper
Remodeled one bedroom
376Charles Singleton
$50's. Phone- 753partially furnithed with
5155.
1222.. Kopperud
carport north of Murray.
Phone 753-5410.,
41, PUBLIC SALE
Realty.

Open for business, 10
miles South on 121 turn
left on Hwy. 280, go Y4
miles.

0
3110 1:1
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Engineering Technology
Programs Approved

•

Several engineering computer engineering
technology programs technology, ba cat Murray State calaureate degree,
University have been day program; conapproved for ac- struction technology,
creditation by the Ac- baccalaureate degree,
creditation Board of day program; elecEngineering and trical engineering
Technology ( ABET), technology. associate
the most prestigious degree, day program;
accrediting body in the electrical engineering
field of engineering technology, bacand technology.
calaureate degree,
Accreditation by the day program; and
ABET signifies quality manufacturing
because approved pro- e ngineering
grams must meet cer- technology, bactain requirements to calaureate degree,
satisfy the minimum day program.
standards ,of the
Murray State is one
Irganization. Pro- of only 26 universities
gram options that throughout the United
have been accredited States to have an acat Murray State are:
credited program in
Civil engineering manufacturing
technology, associate e ngineering
legree, day program; technology.
computer engineering
Dr. Kenneth
technology, associate Winters, dean of the
degree, day program: College of Industry
and Technology at
Murray State, pointed
out that "the
employability of the
Wilson Rites students -themselves
will be enhanced
Slated Toda‘,
Y because of the acFuneral services for creditation of these
Adele Wilson, 73, were programs."
By having its proscheduled to begin at
11 a.m. today in the grams accredited by
Blalock-Coleman the ABET, Murray
State joins the ranks of
FuneraLChapel.
Dr. Bill Whittaker such universities as
Alabama, Purdue and
was to officiate.. Soloist was to be-Gus Arizona State. A major
ltobertson. advantage is that
Pallbearers were to in- students from acclude Norman Cook, credited programs are
!Joyce Wrather, Fred not required to take
Workman, Marvin examinations given by
Harris, G.B. Jones and government contract
employers for proAlvis Jones.
-Burial will be in the spective positions.
Development of pro
Murray Cemetery.

I Obituaries 1

Charles

Kennedy

grams to meet requirements for ABET
accreditation have
taken six years of
organization by the
Department of
Engineering
Technology.
James G.• Weatherly, chairman of that
department, said the
accreditation process
has involved many
goals and problems,
all of which were addressed "with careful
consideration to
meeting standards of
criteria established by
the accreditation
board." Weatherly emphasized one note of intereit for graduates of
the newly accredited
programs.
"Past graduates of
engineering
technology programs
at Murray State may
be recognized as
graduates from an accredited engineering
technology program if
their major is in one of
the programs accredited by the
ABET," he explained.

,1
Various churches in
the area have announced services atid
meetings for Sunday,
Oct. 25,as follows:

Pleasant Grove
Dr. Paul Blankenship, pastor, will speak
about "Whose Image
Do You See?" based
on Matthew 22:15-22 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship
service at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Special music will be
by the choir, directed
by Clarkie Butterworth, with Joan
Cooper as organist and
Tommy Gaines as
pianist. The officers of
the United Methodist
Women will be installed during the worship
services.
The pastor will
speak about "Advice
For Timothy And For
Us" based on I
Timothy at the 6 p.m.
service.
Sunday School will
be at 9:45 p.m. The
Youth Fellowship will
have a Halloween
scavenger hunt party
at 6:45 p.m. at the
church.
Sweet and White
Hazel Baptist
If you're traditionSteve Hussung will
bound to have both speak at the 11. a.m.
sweet and white and 7 p.m. worship
potatoes for the holi- services at the Hazel
day turkey or baked Baptist Church due to
ham, do this: make the absence of the
thick slices of candied pastor, the Rev.
sweet potatoes, then James T.Carland.
pipe a rosette of mash-.
Music will be
ed potatoes on top of directed by Gene Orr
each slice. Serve these Miller with Oneida
around the roast White as pianist and
turkey or ham platter Gwyn Key as organist.
for an attractive, ediSunday School will
ble garnish.
be at 9:45 a.m. and

Peeler

Mizell

111

McLendon

Wilcox

New Faculty Members Added
In Creative Expression, MSU
By DWAIN McINTOSH
Sasso, a native of
Windsor, Ontario,
Each of the four
Canada, was also
departments in the
associa ted with
College of Creative
private industry
Expression at Murray
before joining the MurState University has
added two new faculty ray State faculty to
members for the 1981- teach design
materials. He earned
82 school year.
the B.F.A. degree at
New faces and the
the University of
departments they
have joined are: John- Windsor and the
M.F.A. degree at the
rile L. Mizell and Paul
M. Sasso, both assis- University of Tentant professors, nessee.
Stein, the new adDepartment of Jourviser to the Murray
nalism and RadioTelevision; Richard C. State News, the camMcLendon, instructor, pus newspaper,held a
and Ed Wilcox, assis- similar position at
tant professor, Depart- Central Missouri State
University prior to his
ment of Music; and
Kathy Charles, in- appointment at Murray State. He has
structor, and William
Peeler, assistant pro- taught at several other
colleges and univerlessor, Department of
Theatre.— -----sities-and- worked- for
h
s
Mizell, who teaches some well-known
sculpture on a one- newspapers. Stein
year appointment, was ea rned the
undergraduate degree
formerly in private industry in Raleigh, N.C. at the University of IIlinois and has done
He earned both
graduate work at
undergraduate and
master's degrees at Southern Illinois
University.
East Carolina UniverKennedy, a
sity in Greenville in his
Longview, Texas,
nativde state of North
native, was formerly a
Carolina.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

public information officer for the Longview
Police Department.
He teaches courses in
both jouirnrnalism
and radio-tleelevision.
Kennedy earned the B.
A. degree at Stephen
F. Austin State
University and the
M.A., M.S. and Ed.D.
degrees at East Texas
State University.
A percussion
teacher, McLendcm
was formerly a freelance percussionist
and clinician in Cincinnati, Ohio. The Troy,
Ala., native earned the
B.S. degree at
Jacksonville (Ala.)
State University and
the M.M. degree at the
University of
Southwestern LouiWilcox, who teaches
violin and viola, was
on the faculty of
Augustana College,
Sioux Falls, S.D.,
before joining the Mur-

ray State faculty. His
hometown is Bloomington, Ill. Wilcox
earned both the B.M.
and M.S. degrees at
the University of Illinois and is a Ph.D.
candidate there.
Miss Charles, who
earned the B.A. degree
at Indiana University
and the M.Ed. degree
at Colorado State
University, teaches
dance. She was
formerly a teacher at
a private dance studio
in Fort Collins, Colo.
Her hometown is Normal,Ill.
Peeler, whose
hometown is Gonzales,
Texas, teaches
stagecraft, public
speaking and
theatrical- expel team.
He earned the B.A.
degree at Southwest
--Texas State University
and the M.F.A. degree
at the University of
Mississippi.

MOWN •
11111.001$
CO,
For that special occasion
send inflatable flowers!

IItI

P •401 ,

Church Training will
be at6 p.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe will speak at the
10:50 r.m.and 5:30
p.m. services at the
Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street.
Special music will be
by the Church Choir,
directed by Leland
Peeler with Dwane
Jones as organist and
Terry Downey as
pianist at the morning
hour. Downey and
Peeler also will sing a
duet.
The Youth Group
will sing at the evening
hour.
Sunday School will
be at 9:45 a.m.
Memorial BaptistThe Rev. Jerrell
White will speak at the
10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services at the
Memorial Baptist
Church. Bob Perrin
and Hubert Cothran
will assist in the services.
Milton Gresham will
direct the music with
Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Michael
Wilkins as pianist. The
Sanctuary Choir will
sing at the morning
hour, and the Jubilee
• Ringers at the evening
hour.
Church Teaching
will be at 9:40 a.m.
.anud 'Church Training
at6 p.m.
First Methodist °
"It's Winning Time"
with scripture from II
Thessalonians 3:1-5
will be discussed by.
the Rev. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., at the
8:40 and

1
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services at the First
United Methodist
Church.
Terrie Liles will sing
a solo at both services.
The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem, "0
Sing All Ye Lands."
The Rev. Jimmy
Stubbs will speak at
the 7 p.m. service.
Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m.
7th & Poplar
Danny Cleaver will
speak at the 8:30 and
10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
*services at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ while the
minister, John Dale, is
speaking in a gospel
meeting in Aberdeen,
Md.
Assisting in the
services will, be
Kenny Hoover, Lonnie
Furr, Sam Parker,
Frank Hargis, Lorin
_Watson, Stafford Curd,
Jack Rose, Adrian
Cloys, Johnny Bohannon, William Gargus,
Jim Ragsdale, Terry
McDougal, Max
Farley, Aubrey Hatcher, Gene Roberts,
Webb Caldwell, and
Ricky Chprry.

111:50 n tn.

1-•

deacon of the week,
will assist in the services. The Church
Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley with
Joan Bowker • as
organist and Allene
Knight as pianist, will
sing at the morning
hour. A solo will be
sung by Margery
Shown.
The Carol Choir and
the Church Choir will
present special music
at the evening hour.
Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. and
Church Training at 6
p.m.
First Christian
The Rev. David C.
Roos, pastor, will
speak about "The Empire Builder!" with
scripture from.I Kings
10:4-7 at the 10:45
a.m. services at First

Christian Church.
Margaret Bone will
direct the chancel
choir as they sing
"God of Grace and
God of Glory" with
Maxine Clark as
organist.
Assisting in the services will be - Billie
Burton, David
Eldredge, Harland
Hodges, Frances
McKee!, Dana
Bullock, Jack Gibbs,
Betty Gore, Hester
Gray, George Landolt,
Ann McKeel, Fred
Wells, Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Shaw, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Wells, and
Max Miller.
Sunday School will
be at 9:30 a.m. Youth
groups will meet for
supper followed by
their respective
meetings.

BILL BAILEY

First Baptist
The Rev. G. T.
Moody, associate
pastor, will -speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 7
p.m. services at the
First Baptist Church
while the pastor, the
Rev. Bill Whittaker, is
speaking in a revival
at the First Baptist
Church, Barbourville.
Tommy Walker,

Ernestly Asks
For Your
Write In Vote
For Sheriff

elModels
1981 ModT4ese
Sal
se-Out
CloMust
Go
Stock No. P126

0111.

*1981 Pontiac Grand Prix

$8,676.00

Air conditioning, power steering, power brakes, landau roof, aluminum sport wheels, stereo and much more.
16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)

Stock No.0166

Cutlass Supreme Coupe
•1981 Olds
$8,648.00
power steering and brakes, landau roof, sport wheels and mirrors, stereo and much more.
Air
conditioning,
16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)

Stock No. 0193,0194

•1981
Olds Omega 4-Dr. Sedans
$7,845.00
Air conditioning, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, wire wheels, stereo and much more. Two
to choose from.

12.9% APR Financing (to qualified customers)
Stock No.P119

•1981
$7,392.00
Pontiac Phoenix Coupe
Air wilditioning,4 speed transmission, power steering & brakes, radio and much more.
12.9% APR Financing (to qualified customers)
'Stock No.P101

•1981
Pontiac Phoenix 4-Dt.Air conditioning, power steering, brakes, radio, power door locks and much more.

$7,898.00

12.9% APR Financing (to qualified customers)
Stock No. P137

1981 Pontiac T1000 4-Dr.

$6,607.00

•

Air conditioning, automatic, power steering and more.. 1&8% APR Financing ftogaalified rummers)

Stock No. P132

•1981 -Pontiac Bonneville Coupes

$9,750.00

loaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)

Stock No.P133

Pontiac Bonneville Coupe
*1981
loaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)
Mal;

$9,946.00

Stock No.0176

•1981
Olds Toronado
3,000 miles,loaded, 16 8% APR Financing (to qualified

$13,580.00
customers)

Stock No.0163

•Olds Cutlass Brougham Diesel 4-Dr. $10,342.00
Loaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)
Stock Nc.. P115

•Pontiac Grandtemans 4-Dr.
3,000 miles,

$8,399.00

loaded. 16.8% APR Financing (to qualified customers)

11-1E FLOWEP
A1LTERIN1TIVE

Stock No.0138

$7,600.00
Cutlass 4-Dr.Sedan 8,000 miles
Olds
•Air
conditioning, power steering, brakes, AM/FM,sport wheels and mirrors. 1648 Financing (to qualified

customers)

1982 Cargo Van
•. Ideal Utility Van
Now In Stock: ,

.

'DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-261?

Q
GmUAUTY
SONE* W."

641 S.

GM

GINIMAL UMW PARTS mums

Murray

Chenviet

birthdays
weddirss
cterivel'sary
baby shower, etc,,
PirlOINE: f53•5014
Free Delivery

12.9% Financing on J200 and Cadillac Cimarron •
The 12.9 Financing Available through Nov. 11
e!--Pontiac-Cadillac

O
PURD
10 Ftsil 101 1.11

Wished Cvstemers Lv. Sic
Ism Concern

1406 Wait Main-753-5315

Mar

or••

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE
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